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Now is the time we’ve all been patiently waiting for – from enjoying favorite spots
around town and eating out, to grabbing a beer and meeting up with friends, it’s time
to get outside and help boost our local economy. We look forward to everyone
getting back to doing what they love. The North Lake Tahoe community is stronger together
and we will bounce back as we start to rediscover our playground for adventure.
GoTahoeNorth.com/MoonshineInk
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NO FAKE STUFF.
JUST GOOD STUFF.

OW

Discover our unique assortment of curated, wholesome products
and nutrition education. And check out our amazing freshly
prepared food to-go, made with clean ingredients. Shop in-store
or online for pickup or delivery!

Visit our store at 10001 Soaring Way.
Learn more at raleysonemarket.com/moonshineink

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.
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Virtual Vibes

2020

DO TELL !
Do you think the region could move away
from a tourism-centric economy?
Most economic analysis and future projection of industry and regional growth
in North Tahoe and Truckee takes for granted an ever-increasing focus on
tourism. It makes sense: Who wouldn’t want to dip their toes in Big Blue and
scale a massive Sierra mountain all in one day? But while some feel tourism remains and will continue to be the hub of our region’s income, others
disagree. (See p. 25 for a long-form essay responding to the same question).

JOHN MCCOY, Tahoe Donner
CEO, operatives.com

June 26
Peter Joseph Burtt & the Kingtide
July 10
The Sextones

Jobs that are in tech. Doesn’t need to be another
Apple or Google, but one that works for an area like
this, with [the] type of people you can hire here (and
Reno). More Clear Capitals. Entrepreneurs that love
this area and want to develop middle-income jobs
up here. In 10 years, tourism won’t be this area’s
primary sector.

CARINA CUTLER, Kings Beach
Realtor, ski instructor

July 24
Vokab Kompany

As I write this, it is quickly moving away from a
tourist-only economy. Let’s face it, there will always
be a tourist draw, but more and more of our housing
stock is occupied by full-time remote workers, and
less by resort and tourist service workers.

August 7
The Blues Monsters
August 28
Sneaky Creatures

BROOKE INGLEHEART, Kings Beach
Carpenter

Tourism is the only industry.

Tune in online at 6:15pm
Music starts at 6:30–8:30pm

N o r t hTa h o e B u s i n e s s . o r g
b ro u g ht to yo u by

TAHOE

Wendy Sumner, Truckee
Retired

[The] economy [will likely be] based around remote
working. Technology companies have allowed
telecommuting for years but now most companies
allow it for desk-based staff. Just look at Truckee’s
housing market and the trend is evident. No houses
for sale in Tahoe Donner right now! Wow ...

Q U A RT E R LY

TAHOE
Q U A RT E R LY

TAHOE LEGACY
HOMES

MARTIN GOLLERY, Incline Village
Photographer, marketer

Remote workers for the tech industry and other
industries.

tahoe.com

INTERVIEWS BY BECCA LOUX/MOONSHINE INK | SUBMITTED PHOTOS
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GO ONLINE
MOONSHINEINK.COM
We were busy with online exclusive content this month. Our website has been chock
full of weekly online-only material covering government, the pandemic locally
(check our coronavirus section), and community news happening too quickly to
wait for our monthly print schedule. If you are late to the moonshineink.com party,
the time is now. Plus, find us on Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube with
the handle @moonshineink (no, we’re not on Tik Tok).
Here’s a rundown of what we covered exclusively on our site this month.

Schools, Parents,
and Racism
Published June 18: An incident in which
their son succumbed to peer pressure
to make racist comments to another
student, White parents examine their
privilege and the inadequacy of their
WHEN YOUR CHILD IS RACIST
local school in teaching and addressing
racism in this online My Shot. The extended version was published online
alongside an episode of Moonshine Minutes where we directly spoke with the
parents about their experience (archived at the Multimedia tab), and a shorter
version of their opinion piece is in print.

Town Manager Heading Out After
Surprising Announcement

Town Hall on Race Relations Responds
to Police Chief’s Rhetoric
Published June 11: The story behind that infamous email that Truckee Police
Chief Robert Leftwich sent out sharing his thoughts on protests and George
Floyd’s murder, followed quickly by his resignation. Opinions are varied and
tensions are heightened as the email brought about community conversations around policing and race, and led to a town hall immediately following
the backlash.

Entering Stage Three: Lodging, Gyms,
and Campgrounds Can Reopen
Published June 12: Reopening marches along as health experts warn the
warm weather doesn’t erase the pandemic. Check out this snapshot-in-time
that covers the region’s economy as it struggles to balance re-bolstering with
managing health concerns.

Local COVID-19 Cases Back on the Rise

Off the Rail … yard
Frontlines
Published July 1: As Rick and Nancy
Holliday officially step back as heads of
the Railyard Project, we spoke to the
local developers exclusively about the
history of the development and what
ON HOLLIDAY
next big ideas have captivated their
imagination. Where will the pair go next? Currently they are focused on their
new factory that is revolutionizing how we do construction.

Photo by Kieth Rutherford; courtesy photo

THREATS TO A MARCH

Published June 29: Though Truckee Town Manager Jeff Loux said his
retirement was due to it being “time,” his June 25 announcement occurred
amid a recent performance review and shifting contract dates. (Editor’s
note: Moonshine editor Becca Loux is the former town manager’s daughter;
however, she played no part in the reporting of this article.)

P.S. Remember to check out our multimedia projects,
our KTKE collaborative radio show, Moonshine
Minutes, and our community conversations,
Tahoe Talks. For a behind-the-scenes look at how
we got into all that, see the full story on p. 12.

Published June 18: Incorporating an original interactive chart displaying new
cases reported by local counties in June, this piece explores the beginnings
of the second spike of the first wave. Officials tie the rise in cases counts,
including a number of counties reporting largest single-day spikes in early
June, to social gatherings and lax attitudes toward pandemic precautions
rather than directly pointing to reopenings.

Behind the Threats that Shut Down
Truckee’s Anti-Racism March
Published June 26: This story explores what we know about threats made in
advance of a Black Lives Matter support march. Planned concurrently with
the Say Their Names Vigil, the tensions and social media threats led to the
march’s cancellation.

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.
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Why Do We Have CoronAmnesia?
Lackadaisical attitude defies common decency

Thank you for a successful year!
EDITORS’ NOTE
By Moonshine Editorial Board
Photo credit: NLTRA

SCHOLARSHIP DONORS
Sustainable Community Advocates
Vail Resort EpicPromise
Kiwanis Club of North Lake Tahoe
Soroptimist International of Truckee Donner
Rotary Club of Tahoe City
Duggan and Duggan

SPONSORS
Rotary Club of Truckee

HOST LOCATIONS
Tahoe City Public Utility District · Truckee Tahoe Airport
North Tahoe Event Center · Sierra Nevada University · Town of Truckee

HELPING PEOPLE AT
OR NEAR RETIREMENT

John C Manocchio, CFP,® CRPC®

WE TAKE YOUR FINANCIAL SUCCESS
VERY PERSONALLY!
Get a complimentary, no-obligation snapshot of your
progress toward meeting your retirement goals.

530-412-3757

jmanocchio@wradvisors.com
myadvisor.wradvisors.com
11025 Pioneer Trail, Suite 208
Truckee, CA 96161
Waddell & Reed Inc. Member SIPC
6
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We are feeling uncomfortable.
Here’s why.
For two solid months, most in
the country adhered to lockdown
orders. As the economy neared
collapse, experts were behind
the scenes, developing necessary
resources to deal with the novel
coronavirus. They did so and
we reopened. The streets came
back to life, businesses dusted off
counters, and we all breathed a
little easier.
A little too easily, in fact.
Suddenly people were flooding
the roadways and gathering with
missed family and friends. But
it was often being done while
not wearing masks nor keeping
physical distance. As COVID-19
has sunk its claws deeper into
our lives, many have become
numb to the feeling. That
mindset needs to stop now.
While we sorely needed to
jumpstart the economy and we
are now better prepared (see A
Hurricane Named COVID, p. 9),
it doesn’t mean we are scott-free.
The numbers of cases may be
manageable right now, but look to
be quickly spiraling out of control,
leading to yet another lockdown
before we’ve had the chance to
fully recover from the first.

For those who resist being told
what to do and say anything less
than N95 masks aren’t effective,
we ask you to do your research.
As knowledge about the virus
grows, the efficacy of masks is
becoming firmly established.
One key point from the Institute
of Health Metrics and Evaluation
said that “33,000 deaths could be
avoided by October 1 if 95% of
people wore masks in public.”
Make no mistake: Masks save
lives.
Tie that to physical distancing
and we have a winning formula.
So simple. And it hardly costs
anything. Compare that to
overwhelmed medical facilities.
To businesses being shut down
and possibly not reopening. To
the irreplaceable cost of the loss
of a human life.
The death of anybody shouldn’t
be acceptable when it’s preventable. We’ve heard so many
“I’ve got such a low chance of
having it be fatal/serious” or
“I’m healthy, I’m young, I’m
fine.” I, I, I. Where’s the we? Did
you know Sacramento County
just reported that nearly half of
its active cases are from people
under 40? That studies are showing there may be lasting impacts
from the disease on young bodies
that mimic Kawasaki disease and

LOVE THE LINKS
For navigational
ease, find links
to resources, on
moonshineink.com.

M O O N S H I N E
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on the organs of any person who
has become infected, even after
they recover?
At the base of this eagerness to
cast off public health recommendations is a misinterpretation of
what freedom really means. This
country is based on freedom to a
life of opportunity, where we are
given the wherewithal to choose
our path in life, and supported by
laws that erase obstacles that limit
us. What has happened is that
people believe freedom means
freedom from having any limits,
from “any kind of obligation or
responsibility to … anything.
Each other. History. The future.
Just common decency. Even just
basic humanity.” *
“Don’t tell me what to do” is a
just-because attitude that leads
to a lack of a social contract,
of caring for thy neighbor, of
looking together toward a better
future. That’s not the way to
life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness. It’s the way toward
divisiveness (check!), societal
ills (check!), and a democracy
that shows signs of dissembling
(double check!).
Instead of clutching our pearls
over being asked to don a
simple bandana during a global
pandemic, let’s clutch our masks
to our faces and head into public
only sparingly. Doing any less is a
crime against humanity.
* A nod to Umir Hague for his
eye-opening essay, How Freedom
Became Free-dumb in America.
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ON THE COVER: STILL BREWING
ABOUT THE PHOTO | We’re
being battered by COVID-19 spikes
that are higher than ever. This time,
though, we’re ready for it.

ABOUT THE ARTIST | Sarah Miller
is a multimedia artist who grew up
in the Tahoe/Truckee area. She’s the
silver lining to anyone’s bad day.
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14 | You Asked. They Answered.
What are the current fire restrictions?

HOME FRONT

16 | News Briefs
Tahoe clarity decreasing; wildfire
evacuation tags; improving social
justice; more.

36 | Market Watch
37 | Real Rentals
Short-term, long-term, or buy? Oh my!

18 | In The Past
Canines help in the discovery of human
remains. Could dogs uncover new
evidence about the Donner Party?

38 | On Sale Now
Drought-friendly possibilities
39 | Space it Up!
Natural cleaning solutions? Look in your
pantry!

20 | Business Feature
TTBID could be the mechanism for a
sustainable tourism future.
21 | Business Briefs
New grocery store options; top town
officials retire; new board members in
Tahoe Donner; more.

MOUNTAIN LIFE
40 | Nature’s Corner
Going wild at Lake Tahoe Wildlife Care
52 | Feel Good
Sierra Corps fellows, leaders of the land

OPINION
4 | Do Tell
Can Tahoe’s economy transform from a
visitor-centric one?

SOUL KITCHEN
45 | Waste Not. Want Not.
Compost food waste wisely

6 | Editor’s Note
A word for our “mask-adaisical” friends
8 | Moonshine Members
Checking in on our regional compatriots

A R T S & C U LT U R E
ON THE PROWL: The second-cutest little bobcat you’ve ever seen. Check out the cutest bobcat kitten
in this month’s Parting Shot on p. 55. Read more on p. 40. Photo courtesy Lake Tahoe Wildlife Care

26 | My Shot
Nevada County public health team talks
June case spike

F E AT U R E S

27 | My Shot
White parents grapple with the
importance of teaching young kids
about racism in school
28 | My Shot
Why I quit from TTSA

48 | What’s Happening?
Featured community events and
announcements

NEWS
9 | The Pandemic’s Future

30 | Obituary; Readers Reflect
Loss of longtime Tahoe resident Penny
Teshara; cover connection between
housing and environmental issues, more

SPORTS & OUTDOORS
42 | REEL TIME
Proposed fishing regulation changes may come at the expense of a
sensitive stretch of the Truckee River.

C O N T R I B U T O R S
SITARA ARUN teaches painting and
“visual thinking” to grade-schoolers
at Avant-Garde Art Studio, which she
founded earlier this year. For reasons she
is not sure of, her own artwork is usually
inspired by pirates, sea monsters, and
adventure on the high seas. Sitara is
excited to join the Moonshine Ink team
as their new office assistant.
COLLEEN DALTON is director of tourism
and economic programs for the Truckee
Chamber of Commerce/Visit Truckee.
Colleen likes to ride, backpack, and trail
run, and has lived in Trukcee since 1993.
See her story on sustainable tourism
opportunities before, during, and after
COVID, p. 20.
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46 | Savvy Stacks
Expert guides for your summer
staycation
TAP CALENDAR

So we’re not out of the storm yet. Where do we go from here?

31 | My Shot
Future of Homewood

32 | My Shot; Readers Reflect
Racial unrest in our country connects to
the long arc of history; town manager
retiring blues

SAGE SAUERBREY is a wandering
writer from the wilds of Idaho, but the
Sierra Nevada has a very special place
in his heart. He was formerly an editor at
Moonshine Ink and loves every chance to
get a few words into this cornerstone of
community journalism. Read his report on
proposed changes to California fishing
regulations on p. 42.
Not only does EVE QUESNEL write our
fabulous Nature’s Corner (learn about
wild things being nurtured at Lake Tahoe
Wildlife Care, p. 40), but she “surprises”
us every month at deadline week with the
most fabulous, not-so-unhealthy goodies.
Plus, she makes us chuckle with clever
messages on the bag. EVE’S SWEETS:
the highlight of our week.
MOONSHINEINK.COM

50 | Get Out & Go
Music on the Beach: Virtual Vibes
YOUR CANVAS
54 | Puzzle Page
Crossword; Sudoku; The Stars; a
challenge
55 | Parting Shot
Bobbing along at wildlife center

Moonshine Ink’s print edition releases the
second Thursday of each month. Opinions
and conclusions expressed are those of
authors and do not necessarily reflect those of
Ink staff or advertisers. Become a Member at
moonshineink.com/contribute. For advertising
info, email sales@moonshineink.com.
Subscriptions are available for $25/year. Sign
up online at moonshineink.com/subscribe.
Printed with soy inks on recycled paper.
Issue

Deadline
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8 Oct – 11 Nov

31 July
28 Aug
25 Sept

These are the drop-dead deadlines.
However, if you want your submission
considered, please send in early.
For info, email info@moonshineink.com.
10137 Riverside Dr., Truckee CA 96161
(530) 587-3607 ph | (530) 587-3635 fax
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New Horizons for News & Review
“After 25 years in Northern Nevada,
the Reno News & Review is suspending publication indefinitely.”

“I’d like to pretend that I’m that
powerful that I could change that,”
he wise-cracked. But he is hoping
that in requiring the online giants
at a minimum to share the revenue
they get from content created by
other people, as Australia and
France are currently working
toward, and also to incur some costs
in printing inaccuracies, “that may
change the economics.”

With those words, on the eve of
coronavirus lockdown, the RN&R
began its article announcing that
they were stopping the presses.
I was hit hard by the news that the
weekly was going offline. When I
started Moonshine 18 years ago,
the paper was a model for us. Its
writing had flair, its stories took
local government to task, its format
was tabloid, and its heart focused on
the importance of arts and culture in
a community. In fact, I’d argue that
the RN&R played a sizable role in
Reno’s metamorphosis into a known
arts community.
The staff offered a “glimmer of hope
that the small regional chain will be
able to return, probably in a drastically different incarnation, after the
current coronavirus-driven economic
crisis” in the March 19 piece. So I
thought, for this month’s Moonshine
Membership update, I would check
in, see how bright this glimmer had
gotten.
Glad I did. In a frank conversation
with the publisher, I was intrigued
by the backstory of News & Review,
was inspired again by the paper —
this time with its visionary approach
to returning, and I got to know the
guy who started it all.
Jeff vonKaenel, president, CEO,
and majority owner of the News &
Review, has been doing newspapers
for a “very long time.” It all started
in 1973 when the country was fresh
off the civil rights movement, still
ensnared in the Vietnam War, and
experiencing a growing environmental crisis. He and a group of activists
in Santa Barbara, who had been
doing anti-war and environmental
work, started writing and publishing.
“What we experienced there was the
impact of a small group of basically
hippies, who were able to win city
council elections, and through speaking the truth and connecting people,
able to get the (district attorney)
indicted,” he said. “We thought,
‘Wow, this sure beats demonstrating.’ So then we just formed this rag

SUPPORT RN&R
• Subscribe to its once-a-week email
newsletter and donate to fund their
stories. Visit reno.newsreview.com.
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(left) FARE THEE WELL: The heart-stopping
cover of the last Reno News & Review.
(above) BACK IN ACTION: The Sacramento
and Chico News & Reviews released editions
on July 1. The company is considering a
monthly print schedule. Courtesy images

tag paper, with low-paying salaries,
etc. It gave the sense of controlling
the narrative and the power to make
great social change.”
In 1980, vonKaenel got wind of a
Chico student paper that had gotten
kicked off campus. He made a deal: if
he could turn it around, he could have
the stock. He borrowed $13,000 from
his mom and the Chico News & Review
was born. He and his wife, Deborah
Redmond, started the Sacramento
News & Review in 1989, then bought
another paper to make the Reno News
& Review in ‘94. The three have a
combined circulation of 600,000.
“To see the impact of journalism and
the change we could make in all the
communities to date,” vonKaenel
said. “That’s a real accomplishment.”
When the states of Nevada and
California went into lockdown in
response to the novel virus, the
three papers lost their main sources
of advertising revenue as well as
their distribution avenues, so they
made the call to suspend printing.
It was the final nail in the coffin. As
vonKaenel wrote in a column in the
March 19 edition:
“Over the years, we have experienced
numerous crises. We were able to
use our financial reserves to pull us
through those times when advertising
revenues were less than expenses. We
were able to keep the paper going and
to continue to provide local coverage.
But over the last 10 years, as more
and more businesses have moved their
advertising dollars to Facebook and
Google, the foundation of the media
business model has crumbled. These
large internet companies collected
revenues without having to generate
expensive local coverage. This has
caused a crisis for most media companies, including the News & Review.”
MOONSHINEINK.COM

But the company is far from sitting
idle. The newspapers continue
in limited form, with all content
online. A side division that does
journalistically based publications
for government agencies primarily, continues to do really well,
vonKaenel says. Moreover, the
company is exploring many options
for how to continue to do the
community journalism from which
they started.
“I feel the whole landscape has
shuffled,” he said. “And we have
with our companies a long tradition
of adjusting and adapting to these
situations.”
True to form, the company is
exploring new investors or partnerships, considering conversion
to a nonprofit, which was made
easier by the recent court rulings
such as in Salt Lake City, and as
we are at Moonshine, delving into
the reader-supported model. He
spoke to a concept where social
change organizations make donations to support coverage of an
issue important to them, citing an
example where his company was
awarded a small $10,000 grant to
write about food stamps and ended
up prompting a $28 million county
government investment into a farm
fresh program.
There is potential in the upheaval of
the entire industry. “The Sacramento
Bee is bankrupt, the Reno GazetteJournal is down to I think 11,000
circulation, so there may be
opportunities there if those papers
shift,” he said. “Things could change.
We are basically trying to be open to
what’s possible.”
Will all of these options counter the
duopoly of Facebook and Google?

That said, he is “really afraid” of a
future where Facebook and Google
inform people. “It’s critical for
communities to have local papers,
covering city council and the board
of supervisors, to have reliable
vetted information that people can
depend upon,” he said. “I think it’s
going to be a disaster if we don’t
have that.”
What keeps him going?
“Running newspapers is really fun,
you get to ask embarrassing questions to people and get paid for it.
It doesn’t get better than that,” he
joked. But seriously? “I feel really
honored to have a career where I
get to [do] work that really matters
and makes a difference. It’s really
rewarding.”
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Tahoe continues to battle first wave of the
coronavirus, balancing public health and the economy
BY ALEX HOEFT | Moonshine Ink

T

he novel coronavirus blew into town in March, knocking us off our
proverbial feet as cases roller-coastered around Tahoe, yielding small
peaks and victorious valleys. State and local leaders, never before confronted
with such a pandemic, battened down the hatches — closing businesses, begging for limited interaction among their constituents, and emphasizing hand
washing and the need for face coverings.
Then the eye of the storm made landfall in May, COVID-19 curbing its wrath
and giving false hope as case numbers slowed. Businesses surged ahead with
reopening and socializing became almost normal again.

Avoiding the threshold
Allowing the state to reopen has
been a piecemeal effort by Gov.
Gavin Newsom — literally. With the
California Department of Public
Health at the helm of the ship, health
officers from each county provide
information about what would flood
current availability.
Numbers of beds, ventilators, and
other supplies differ from county to
county. Based on the data, the state
set thresholds each county must stay
within to continue reopening.
In addition to the average number of
COVID-19 tests being given per day,
CDPH looks at three main areas when
determining the success each county
has in combating the virus:
1. Elevated disease transmission is
considered if the case rate per 100,000
people is over 100 across two weeks or if
the rate is over 25 and testing positivity
is greater than 8%. The second option
considers increased availability of testing.
2. The percent change of those
hospitalized due to the disease is less
likely to be influenced by an increase in
testing. Still, if there’s a 10% bump in
the average number of COVID-positive
cases hospitalized across a three-day
span, the threshold is met.
3. Lastly, regarding limited hospital
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

STORMFRONT: COVID-19 has blown into nearly every country across the world, and this
is still just the first wave (or so say experts). Illustration by Sarah Miller/Moonshine Ink

But as is often true of actual hurricanes, the highest storm surge comes after
the eye passes and it’s likely to be a rough, wheels-up landing. Come press
deadline, the U.S. sat atop charts of confirmed COVID-19 cases and deaths.
On June 23, the state of California shattered previous single-day records of
new cases, with 7,149. Locally, cases continue to spike with Tahoe’s return to a
tourism destination. The uptick was expected, and it’s known it will continue in
a second wave, but the difference is that we will be ready for it.
Yet with uncertainty raging and human lives at stake, the next steps must be
walked carefully, and both medical experts and political representatives hope for
a balance between protecting public health and maintaining a stable economy.

capacity, if less than 20% of intensive
care unit beds or less than 25% of
ventilators are available, capacity is
marked as insufficient.
CDPH updates where counties stand
every day, and while the formulas
are the same for each county, the
numbers obviously differ based on
population and whether the location
is rural or urban.
“The bottom line is, [the state
doesn’t] want to overwhelm the
health system with so many sick
people that we run out of resources,”
explained Dr. Glennah Trochet,
deputy public health officer for
Nevada County. “All the benchmarks
they want counties to meet, testing
and the number of positive cases
versus tests, are based on what would
overwhelm the healthcare system.”
She said Nevada County isn’t near
overwhelming what there’s room for
— that’s why things have continued
to open; “but it doesn’t mean we
couldn’t get there.”
Both Nevada and Placer submitted
attestations of readiness to the
CDPH in mid-May, breaking down
what they can handle in light of the
coronavirus’ continued threat and
why they were ready to reopen. In
addition to the state’s monitoring
indicators are county metrics that
serve as triggers for slowing the

WHAT PANDEMIC? Since California Gov. Gavin Newsom’s June 12 announcement
that lodging and short-term rentals are able to reopen, Tahoe’s tourism trifecta (retail,
restaurants, and lodging) is complete. And the crowds have returned to the lake’s
shores.Photos by Wade Snider/Moonshine Ink

reopening pace and/or tightening
modifications made.
Placer County provided such triggers
as a doubling of cases in less than
five days for five consecutive days;
rising number of new healthcare
worker infections for five days
straight; less than a seven-day supply
of personal protective equipment
for healthcare workers; and over
135% capacity at hospitals. Placer
County’s May 11 attestation of
readiness is available online, and
includes a full list of the triggers.
As of press time, Dr. Aimee Sisson,
MOONSHINEINK.COM

Placer’s health officer and public health
director, said none of the triggers had
been met, but she’s keeping a close eye
on the rising numbers — in particular,
the state’s metric of case rate per
100,000 residents.
“[Placer County’s number] falls below
the 100 cases per 100,000 resident
threshold, yet it has doubled compared
to two weeks ago,” she wrote in an
email on June 26. “Nonetheless, the
current case rate of 62 per 100,000
when coupled with Placer’s testing
positivity rate of 4% continues to
See STORM p. 10
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indicate that the county has not
exceeded this threshold. To reach a
case rate of 100 per 100,000 residents,
Placer County would need to add 400
cases in 14 days, an average of 28 cases
per day. In the last seven days we have
averaged 17 cases per day.”
If a threshold is met, she continued,
she would engage with county leadership and CDPH to discuss a plan of
action.
The state of Nevada has its
own requirements to boost the
economy back up. Gov. Steve Sisolak’s
Roadmap to Recovery walks residents
and visitors through four different
phases of relaxing restrictions, including benchmarks for counties to meet
at each point.
Rt.live, a website launched by the
Instagram cofounders, tracks how fast
the coronavirus is spreading. ‘Rt’ is the
average number of people infected by
someone who already has the virus.
The sweet spot here is the number 1:
If the Rt is above 1, the virus spreads
quickly; if it’s below 1, the spread is
slowed down. By the beginning of July,
Nevada had the highest Rt out of all 50
U.S. states — an estimated 1.48.
Nevada currently sits in phase two
of reopening, and Sisolak announced
on June 29 a directive extending the
phase until the end of July in light of
COVID trends.

Still in the thick of the
first wave
On May 8, California business owners
began stretching their legs after the
forced hibernation — utilizing outdoor
dining and requiring face coverings
in recognition of the new normal.
Throughout the month, doors were
unlocked, shades lifted, and patrons
began to trickle in and out once more.
Those able to reopen (thanks to online
services, federal grants, or what have
you) had survived.
Placer County District 5 Supervisor
Cindy Gustafson told Moonshine
that when things shut down back
in March and April, she heard from
multiple North Tahoe small businesses that if there was a time to
close, this wasn’t the worst option.
“Our small businesses really depend
extensively on the summer season,”
she furthered. “It is our busiest and
most reliable season for most small
businesses. Getting reopened for the
summer was important to them.”

the eye of the storm. Nevada County
remained at 41 cases from April 28
through May 31, while Placer saw a
jump of 70 cases during that same time
period (compare that to the 400-plus
rise during the month of June). As
cases spike again (now higher than
ever), it’s difficult to not consider the
possibility of future shutdowns.
But spikes do not equal a second
wave. Dr. Anthony Fauci, director
of the National Institute of Allergy
and Infectious Diseases, told the
Associated Press on June 21, “When
you have 20,000-plus infections per
day, how can you talk about a second
wave? We’re in the first wave. Let’s
get out of the first wave before you
have a second wave.”
For historical context, the 1918 flu
pandemic had its first flare-up in the
early months of the year, a second
wave in September, and a third wave in
January 1919.
While many have offered the idea
that COVID will flare up once more
come cooler weather (the true second
wave), Sisson offers a different
perspective: “The concern is less
around the weather in and of itself and
more around people being indoors,
potentially closer together in less
ventilated spaces as we move into fall
and winter — environments that have
been shown to promote transmission
of COVID-19.”
Though numbers are currently on the
rise, rather than demanding a second
statewide stay-at-home mandate,
Newsom is taking a cautious approach.
On June 18, he required face coverings
to be worn throughout the state in public
locations. Just over a week later, on June
26, he announced that with a 23% positivity rate in Imperial County (compared
to the average 5.7% statewide rate) his
stay-at-home order was reinstated there.
On July 1, restaurants, bars, wineries,
movie theaters, zoos, museums, and
cardrooms were mandated to close in 19
counties (notably absent, however, were
any Tahoe counties).
This movement is what Gustafson
wants to see: a one-size-doesn’t-fit-all
approach.
Yes, she elaborated, a uniform
approach across California for public
education and compliance is necessary,
but “there has to be some local variations for circumstances … Incidents
of closures [should be] more based on
the caseload and the capacity of the
jurisdiction versus statewide.”

The month of May was a brief respite,

The risk, she continued, needs to
be considered for the variety of
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BEACHFRONT VIEWS: The warm weather draws visitors to the shores of Lake Tahoe.
Cindy Gustafson, Placer County district 5 supervisor, told Moonshine, “So how do we move
forward [in this pandemic]? I do think ... it is a balance. Certainly health and safety comes
first, but health and safety includes people being able to work and earn a living and be
able to put food on their tables and pay their mortgages and not get desperate about the
situation economically. It’s balancing all that.”

businesses.
“We were in our first-ever pandemic,
so hopefully going into [a second
wave] we’ve learned from the contact
tracing and we use more evidencebased [data] because I think then it
has more credibility,” Gustafson said.
And regardless of current spikes, a lull,
or the impending second wave, Ryan
Gruver, health and human services
director for Nevada County, says the
tendency to argue for shutting down
businesses to protect public health
or remaining open to provide stable
incomes and economies is an unfortunate mindset; it’s a multi-colored topic
rather than a black or white one.
“I reject that characterization as an
either/or choice,” he said. “The quickest way for us to get the economy up
to full steam is to open in a way that’s
safe and is going to give people the
confidence to go out there and start
using those businesses because they
feel genuinely that it’s a safe thing to
do at this point.”

Re-flattening the curve
Ironically, the only way to get back to
the May stagnation of cases, Gruver
said, is to actually re-enter the stay-athome mandate. Even modest pull-backs
on reopening, he continued, wouldn’t
yield flattening to that same extent.
Realistically, however, the goal is to
slow the virus’ spread and turn the
spike into a gradual curve that leads
to flattening.
“That’s what we seem to be seeing in
California with this gradual increase
that goes along with increased test-

ing capacity and kind of a gradual
transmission as opposed to a spike that
overwhelms everything,” Gruver said.
“... Obviously we’d like no new cases,
[but] that’s not my expectation at this
point; my expectation would be that we
keep new cases at a level that’s manageable within resources so that we can
mitigate the impact of that.”
The realities are not only tied to the
economy, but human nature as well.
Cindy Wilson, director of public health
nursing for Nevada County, compared
the reopening of businesses to the
mindset of ‘everything’s okay now.’
“If everything was shut down, there’s
something psychological about, ‘Oh, I
need to stay home,’” she said. “But once
things open up, we tend to have a little
bit of a more blasé attitude about it.
‘Oh, if it’s opened, I should be able to
go’ ... when really that’s not the case.”
Wilson also pointed to fatigue and a
lack of understanding as to why people
are wanting to socialize again.
“Nobody is saying that means [everything is] safer,” she explained. “What
we’re saying is we believe we have a
better capacity than we did in March to
be able to surge. That our hospitals are
better prepared with PPE, some other
things like that. Our public health
department has had training to do the
case investigations and the contact
tracing and has extended our capacity
from one communicable disease nurse
to a team of 14 nurses who can do that
as well as our contact tracers.
“We’re more ready than we were but
we’re not ever saying that reopening
means we’re safe from the virus.”
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Looking to make a difference?
Support local businesses.

Roxanne Duffield Ins Agcy Inc
Roxanne Duffield, Agent
Insurance Lic#: 0L53516
insuranceroxanne.com
530-550-9000
1708120

When you’d rather log in than walk in, check out
our new mobile app. It’s been redesigned with
you in mind to help make your life even easier.
DOWNLOAD THE STATE FARM® MOBILE APP
IN THE APP STORE OR GOOGLE PLAY TODAY.

State Farm, Home Office, Bloomington, IL

WE ARE HERE FOR YOU DURING THESE TRYING TIMES.
VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR OUR BUSINESS’ RESPONSE TO COVID-19.

53 0. 587. 20 02

w w w. por ter simon .com

WANT TO EARN STABLE MONTHLY INCOME
FROM YOUR VACATION HOME?
With the instability in short-term rentals because of COVID-19, have you
been thinking about renting longer-term? Our team handles everything

needed to find a vetted, locally-employed tenant so you can earn guaranteed
monthly income.

LandingLocals.com
(530)213-3093
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Minutes and Talks

BY BECCA LOUX
Moonshine Ink

Moon Pie

It started with the desire
to share our breaking news
stories on the coronavirus
pandemic.

The Moonshine editorial
squad was working harder
than ever from home with
up-to-the minute breaking
reporting on the coronavirus
pandemic. Constantly, we
asked ourselves, What do we
know? How can we find out
and report on what we don’t?
We heard JD Hoss on 101.5
Truckee/Tahoe Radio also doing
great work keeping the community informed about the new
virus and interviewing important leaders. But he couldn’t
do journalistic reporting on the
ground and host a radio show.
Why not feed two birds with
one scone?
Enter: the symbiosis of a set
of independent media outlets

Community C
Calls with Mo

A dive into Moonshine’s two new projects
that had the potential to help
each other. That seed of an idea
has since become Moonshine
Minutes, brief reports recorded
by our staff to share key stories.
We reach a new audience, JD
and his team further inform
their listeners, and the community as a whole has more
information in an easilydigestible audio format.
Originally, and mostly, the
episodes feature our staff as
talking heads, reading versions
of published stories, but we
recently expanded and evolved
to include direct interviews with
sources and have developed
radio-exclusive content.
To highlight a few of our recent
experiments, we spoke with
parents who were shaken up by
their son showing racial prejudice; we covered the Say Their
Names Vigil just for radio; and
we spoke exclusively with Rick
Holliday about his decision to

draw back from
the Railyard
Project.
Plus, we turned
the tables
on JD Hoss;
check out his
interview on
how and why
he keeps it
local on pg. 22.

SELFIE-RECORDING SELFIE: We got some advice early on in our radio journey to record
Moonshine Minutes episodes in a closet: The small space and clothes are said to muffle echo
effects. Some of our process has gotten slightly more sophisticated. Photos by Allie Loux and
Mayumi Elegado, Alex Hoeft/Moonshine Ink

Catch up with
us on the airwaves, Tuesday
to Thursday and weekends on
101.5. Shout out to Hoss for
coming up with the nickname
“Moon Pie” for the show; we
hear you, we love it!
Episodes are available both on
moonshineink.com, Multimedia
tab > Moonshine Minutes:
On the Radio, and on KTKE’s
website under On Demand >
Community Conversations.

Tahoe Talks

Connection is tough in a
multi-state, many-county, and
multitudinous-districts set of
communities, pandemic or no
pandemic. But as we looked
ahead in May to an indefinite
period of living our lives
apart, Moonshine realized we
had an opportunity to fill an
important role in connecting
our community around vital
topics. Tahoe Talks, facilitated
by the now-omnipresent
interpersonal platform that is
Zoom, was born.
The pandemic and its fallout
blanketed our region — from
businesses suffering, to visitation
being cut off, to medical advice
coming from multiple channels.
The problems were communitywide; they didn’t observe
jurisdictional or organizational
borders, but the ability of agencies to reach out across those
boundaries to seek a regional
conversation is limited.
We realized that as a welltrusted community paper that
covers Washoe, Placer, Nevada,
and El Dorado counties, with
friends and contacts all across
the region defined by Lake
Tahoe, we were in a unique posi-
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tion to bring people together.
Through the years, Moonshine
Ink has entertained the idea of
convening the community on
important issues, but hosting
events is time-consuming
and resource-intensive. The
pandemic made us look past the
obstacles and just do it.

We were honored that Placer
County employees reached out
to us to collaborate on the fire
forum, having been impressed
with previous Tahoe Talks.
Our Tahoe Talks start with
ground rules and background
information so everyone is
on the same page. We’ve
gotten feedback that we “run
a tight ship” with questionand-answer time cut-offs and
Zoom formalities like raising
your hand digitally. We ask
people not to use the chat for

We were poised to spread
confirmed information
instead of doubt and uncertainty, and we jumped at
the opportunity. Again, as
with our mutually beneficial
relationship
with KTKE, we
were not mere
altruists, and
so appreciate
the community
and leadership
that have
come together
to engage in
productive
TAHOE TALKS, FOR THE FIRST TIME: (Right) The first
discussion
time we swapped our reporter hats for convener hats
that informs
and hosted a Tahoe Talks conference call over Zoom, it
and assists our
was a forum for the small business community to share
their stories as well as resources to weather the storm.
reporting.
Screenshot by Alex Hoeft/Moonshine Ink

So far, we’ve
facilitated
conversations on the business
community and economic
resiliency in the beginning of
the pandemic, where heartbreaking stories were shared.
We visited the hot topic of
short-term rentals and visitors
to the area during lockdown;
the resulting conversation was
civil, productive, and powerful. We hosted public health
officials to give direct medical
answers, and our most recent
one convened fire officials from
around the region, including
Cal Fire, to talk about fire
season in the face of COVID.

discussions, but rather stay
focused and listen to each
other. Multiple attendees have
reached out to tell us it was the
best community conversation
in which they’d taken part.
You can find videos of
our past four Tahoe Talks
conversations on our website
(at the Multimedia tab >
Tahoe Talks: Community
Conference Calls). Email
tahoetalks@moonshineink.
com to get notified of coming
talks and with any ideas for
future conversations.
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WAS LAST YEAR’S HISTORIC OPEN-FIRE
BAN IN TRUCKEE EFFECTIVE?
WHAT’S THE SCOOP ON THE REGION’S
FIRE RESTRICTIONS THIS YEAR?
Truckee Fire Protection District led the way with
a historic open-fire ban last year, with encouraging results. Other districts
followed suit. Read on to find
out what’s banned in your
district this fire season.

For fire starts, in 2018 we had 22 wildfire
starts but last year we had 16.
In 2018, we responded to
15 escaped or abandoned
campfires and last year,
after the ban took effect,
we responded to only three,
which was encouraging.
These are all good signs but there were other
factors at play like favorable weather conditions last year, so it is difficult to make any
assessments on the small sample and only one
year of data.

You Asked.

They Answered.

Don’t know which is your
fire district? The Lake Tahoe
Basin Fire District map shows fire jurisdictions: tahoelivingwithfire.com/get-informed/
find-your-fire-district/

TRUCKEE FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT

JUNE 24, 2020: Two recently used campfires were seen after the fire ban
went into effect, just past the Castle Peak trailhead on Donner Summit.
Photo by Becca Loux/Moonshine Ink

Of note is that official fire season starts in the
region are signaled by the time that restrictions go into effect and vary year to year and
jurisdiction by jurisdiction (see North Lake
Tahoe Fire Protection District as an example,
which falls under the Lake Tahoe Basin Lake
Tahoe Management Unit which went into
effect overall for the Tahoe National Forest on
May 30 of this year, yet NLTFPD instituted
those regulations on April 21, early due to
conditions.)

Brunch on the Deck
Thurs.-Sun. 11 to 2

Historic Hilltop
Overlooking
Downtown Truckee

RESERVE NOW ON
C O T T O N W O O D R E S TAU R A N T. C O M
Dinner Service 5 pm to Close
Brunch on the Deck Thurs – Sun from 11 to 2
Reservations and Masks Required
Takeout Still Available – Order Online
Voted Best Outdoor Dining by
Readers of Tahoe Quarterly

CottonwoodRestaurant.com

(530) 587-5711

10142 Rue Hilltop Rd., Truckee, CA 96161
14

The TFPD is a known innovator, having passed
the region’s first open-fire ban last season.
While one year’s data isn’t enough to conclusively state that improvements were made
based on the ban, the TFPD team feels that
restrictions were a success. Plus, as you’ll read
below in our interview with North Tahoe fire
protection districts, other regions in the basin
are following suit.
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This year TFPD’s ban went into effect June 15,
coordinating with Cal Fire’s county bans and
permit requirements, which went into effect
the same day. Here is the low down on TFPD’s
ban last year and how it informed this year’s
regulations.
How did last year’s first-ever campfire
ban affect the fire season? What changes/
updates (if any) have you made to the bans
this year?
Yes, we believe the ban was effective. About
95% of wildfires [reported to Cal Fire] are
caused by people and campfires are one of the
most preventable causes.
We did have a lot of people report illegal fires
and barbecues last season after the ordinance
went into effect. Unfortunately, our reporting
system is really difficult to identify these particular call types so all I can say is anecdotally
that there were maybe 50 to 100 calls to 911
throughout the six-month fire season.

The Truckee Fire Protection District Burn Ban
is a local ordinance that was passed in 2019.
We revisited the ordinance in January 2020 at
a board meeting to get public input and opinions for this season. Although there are some
people that oppose the ban, we believe the
majority of the public is in favor of it, willing to
sacrifice a summer nicety for wildfire safety.
The ban went into effect June 15, once Cal
Fire called for a burn suspension. There were
no changes to the ban from the prior year.
However, in the last few years the ban, or
something similar, has been implemented in all
the other North Tahoe fire districts making it a
regional ban.
In 2007, the Angora Fire (South Lake Tahoe)
was started from an abandoned campfire
that wasn’t properly extinguished. It burned
3,000 acres and destroyed 242 homes in an
afternoon!
What exactly is banned this year?
• residential campfire/bonfires that burn
anything other than gas
•

barbecues that burn charcoal, wood, or
lump charcoal

•

ceramic charcoal grills (i.e. Big Green Egg)

•

briquette fuel-based smokers

•

wood shavings added for flavor

Find TFPD’s full ordinance on their website,
truckeefire.org.
How common is it for people to report
illegal campfires on neighbors or fellow
campers?
We have noticed the call volume has increased
on the neighborhood-concerned campfire
calls to 911. We will send a fire engine out to
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
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extinguish and educate people about
illegal fires. We have also noticed a
number of people switching from
wood campfires and charcoal BBQs
to gas appliances, which are legal fires
in the ordinance.
How do you know who is the
appropriate party to call to report
unsanctioned fires?
Report illegal fires by calling 911.
* This response is echoed unanimously
across the board by all three districts.
North Tahoe Fire Protection District
added, for Placer County: “To report
illegal fireworks please call Placer
County Sheriff non-emergency at
(530) 886-5375. Call 911 if you feel
the activity is an immediate threat to
safety. To report unauthorized activity
at short-term/vacation home rentals in
Placer and El Dorado counties, notify
vhrinfo@edcgov.us or the county sheriff
at (530) 621-6600.”
~ Laura Brown, battalion chief, and
Bill Seline, fire chief, Truckee Fire
Protection District

City among other communities,
and additionally provides services
to Alpine Meadows and Meeks Bay
Fire Protection District. NTFPD
described their service area borders
“from Crystal Bay at the state line
down to Emerald Bay and out to
Alpine Meadows.”
We asked both districts many of the
same questions as they’ve implemented open fire bans influenced by
and following Truckee’s, so one or
both districts respond to our queries
below.
Do you have a ban on open campfires much like the one in Truckee?
What are the geographical parameters? When was it instituted?
What effects are we seeing?
NLTFPD: We typically follow the
Lake Tahoe Basin Lake Tahoe
Management Unit fire restrictions
during fire season, which went into
effect May 30 until further notice.
[Yet NLTFPD put those restrictions
into effect even earlier, on April 21
this year, due to dry climate]. This

IN 2007, THE ANGORA FIRE (SOUTH
LAKE TAHOE) WAS STARTED FROM AN
ABANDONED CAMPFIRE THAT WASN’T
PROPERLY EXTINGUISHED. IT BURNED 3,000 ACRES
AND DESTROYED 242 HOMES IN AN AFTERNOON!
~ TRUCKEE FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT
NORTH LAKE TAHOE FIRE
PROTECTION DISTRICT, NORTH
TAHOE FIRE PROTECTION
DISTRICT
North Lake Tahoe Fire Protection
District serves Incline Village/Crystal
Bay, and is not to be confused with
North Tahoe Fire Protection District.
NTFPD protects 32 square miles on
the North and West shores of Tahoe,
including Kings Beach and Tahoe

means no charcoal or solid fuel
(wood) barbecues and campfires on
any beach in the Lake Tahoe Basin.
IVGID beach charcoal grills are
allowed for cooking in the designated
areas; however, not during red flag
weather conditions.
NTFPD: Yes, the ban on wood-burning and charcoal appliances went into
effect on June 15 when fire season
was declared, and will remain in effect

until fire season is
over. Outdoor wood
and charcoal fires
are banned all year
in short-term/vacation rental homes.
Fireworks are always
illegal in California.
The effects we are
seeing have been
mostly positive, with
much of the response
from the community
being supportive of
the new code.
Was there any form
of a ban last year,
and if so what were
the results?
NTFPD: Last year
our restrictions
allowed wood-burning
fire pits and
FOOLISH FLAMES: These campers ignored the posted no
campfire signs at Long Lake on Father’s Day. Although a woman
chimineas so long as
present at the site claimed to have a permit, a passerby ensured
they had a one-quarshe sufficiently doused the fire since he knew campfires are now
ter-inch wire mesh
banned. Photo by Juliana Demarest/Moonshine Ink
screen per California
because no one wants to see or expePublic Resource Code. The adoption
rience the devastation from wildfire in
of our 2019 fire code aligned our
our Lake Tahoe Basin.
code with the Truckee, Squaw Valley,
and Northstar fire agencies and only
NTFPD: We receive several informal
permits gas and propane fire pits/
calls and inquiries each week during
grills and pellet smokers/grills during
business hours, and an engine comfire season. Burning of charcoal is no
pany will be dispatched if someone
longer permitted during fire season.
calls 911 about an illegal fire.
Also new with this code adoption
~ Tia Rancourt, public education/
is that all sources of open flame are
information officer, North Lake Tahoe
banned during red flag/critical fire
Fire Protection District, provided the
weather conditions. (In 2007, the
responses for NLTFPD. Erin Holland,
Washoe Fire was started by a propane
public information officer, North Tahoe
grill that blew over in red flag winds
Fire Protection District, provided
and five homes were destroyed.) We
NTFPD responses.
do not have jurisdiction over U.S.
Forest Service or state campgrounds.
How common is it for people to
report illegal campfires on neighbors or fellow campers?
NLTFPD: It is quite common

MORE ONLINE
Get a direct link to
Truckee Fire’s ordinance
in this story.

Call DJ for a quick free quote

530.386.8862
*$100 Minimum
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.
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Tahoe Clarity Report Mixed for 2019
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Funding Nearly Doubled for Nevada
Parks, Open Space
NEVADA

The Land and Water Conservation Fund realized
its full potential on June 17 with Congressional
approval of a historic public lands package, the
Great American Outdoors Act. This landmark
legislation will permanently and fully fund the
popular LWCF for the first time since its creation
in 1964. LWCF invests earnings from offshore oil
and gas leases to help strengthen communities,
preserve history, and assure the physical, cultural,
and spiritual benefits of outdoor recreation.
Through the Great American Outdoors Act,
Nevada will receive more than $4 million in
annual LWCF funding — nearly doubling the
prior annual allocation — to help fund Nevadawide outdoor recreation and natural resource
conservation programs.
~ Nevada Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources press release

5

County Makes it Easier to Build ADUs
AUBURN

ALL CLEAR … Evacuation tags are now available for
Nevada County residents from the sheriff’s office. Infographic courtesy Nevada County Sheriff’s Office

2

Wildfire Evacuation Tag Initiative
GRASS VALLEY

The Nevada County Sheriff’s Office is providing
free “evacuated” tags for residents to place in
a highly visible place such as a door, reflective
address sign, mailbox, fence, or gate as they
evacuate their residence during an emergency.
Evacuation tags are available to pick up at fire
stations and county sheriff’s offices.
These tags will help first responders swiftly
identify which homes have been evacuated so
they can focus their attention on those who still
need help and decrease overall evacuation times.
~ Nevada County Sheriff’s Office press release

3

Project Denied By Planning
Commission Heads to Supervisors
KINGS BEACH

On May 28, the Placer County planning commission voted 6-0-1 to deny the Kings Beach
Lakeside Residential Project, a residential-commercial development, formally known as Laulima.
The denial came about in light of community
concern that the project isn’t a true mixed-use
project.
Despite the decision, Laulima Partners LLC
appealed and is seeking input from the board
of supervisors. Heather Beckman, senior planner
with the county, said she is waiting to hear back
16
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The Placer County board of supervisors voted
unanimously in early June to ease housing code
restrictions in line with recent state law changes,
making it easier to build accessory dwelling units
in unincorporated parts of the county.
The update to the county’s zoning ordinance is
intended to help increase the variety and supply
of local affordable housing units. The approved
zoning text amendment provides property
owners with more flexible options to develop
accessory dwelling units or junior accessory
dwelling units to accommodate a family member
or a potential renter.
Among the more significant changes, ADUs will
now be allowed in neighborhoods zoned for multifamily dwellings including commercial planned
development,
general commercial,
highway service, and
neighborhood commercial zones. More
information about
building an ADU in
unincorporated Placer
County is available at
placer.ca.gov/6495/
accessory-dwellingunits.
~ Placer County
press release

WASHOE
COUNTY

PLACER COUNTY

by high winds on
June 28. However, no
additional structures
were damaged.
• Reno: The
M
Poeville Fire burned an
A
RT
estimated 3,500 acres
in Northwest Reno,
on the slopes of Peavine Mountain. Eight structures were
burned. Cause of the fire was under investigation at press
time, though it’s known to have started the evening of June
26. The Truckee Meadows Fire Protection District is seeking
the public’s assistance regarding the fire. Contact Deputy
Chief Dale Way at (775) 326-6005.
• South Lake Tahoe: Due to multiple thunderstorms in
the area on June 23, three fires were ignited by lightning
in the South Lake area, and have since been extinguished.
The Twin Peaks, Trail, and Sweetwater fires were all quickly
doused thanks to action by local, state, and federal resources.
The Tallac Fire was contained at 2.2 acres near the Mt.
Tallac trailhead along Highway 89 between Emerald Bay and
Camp Richardson on July 1. No structures were affected. As
of press time the cause was under investigation.
• Incline Village: On June 17, the North Lake Tahoe Fire
Protection District extinguished a commercial structure fire at
Alpine Boat Storage.
• Sierra County: A vegetation fire burned 102 acres in
the Tahoe National Forest on Feb. 17. By the next day, the
fire was 100% contained.
Note: This is an overview compiled at press time and is not an
exhaustive list.
~ AH, JD

ES

The clarity of Lake Tahoe has long been one
of the most important indicators of the lake’s
changing condition. In 2019, Lake Tahoe’s clarity
decreased nearly 8 feet from the previous year’s
dramatic 10-foot improvement. The average
annual value in 2019 was 62.7 feet. The lowest
value was recorded in 2017, when clarity was 60
feet.
Such year-to-year and even day-to-day fluctuations are common. A truer picture of the clarity
is often indicated by a five-year running mean,
which shows a mean clarity of 67.3 feet, according to the data released by the UC Davis Tahoe
Environmental Research Center.
~ UC Davis news release

on the applicant’s timing for a hearing. Read
Moonshine’s online exclusive, County Planning
Commission Denies Laulima Project, online at
moonshineink.com.
~ AH
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County 2020 Election Turnout Results
WASHOE COUNTY

A recap of the primary election in Washoe County was presented
to commissioners at a mid-June meeting, the numbers of which
are listed below:
2020 primary election final turnout by the numbers:
• Total turnout: 95,824 (32.8%)
• Democrat: 40,676 (38.82%)
• Republican: 40,036 (38.50%)
Breakdown:
• Early voting: 1,625
• Election day in-person: 1,479
• Mail-in: 92,720
~ Washoe County press release
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2020 Fires
to Date In and
Around the Region
TAHOE BASIN
•
Truckee:
Efforts to
extinguish a
structure fire in the
Lahontan community was hampered

MOONSHINEINK.COM

YOU SHALL NOT PASS … the buoy line on Donner Lake. Town of Truckee’s council passed an ordinance
in early June prohibiting motorized watercraft from passing the buoy line in the southeastern part of the
lake. Photo courtesy Town of Truckee
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
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Construction Atop the Summit
DONNER SUMMIT

The Truckee Donner Historical Society
is overseeing the upgrade to amenities
at the summit pull-off where Sugar
Bowl’s Donner Summit Lodge and the
Pacific Crest Trail crosses Donner Pass
Road.
This year, plans are in place to
construct paths; renovate a large shed
structure; restripe the asphalt and
allow for ADA parking; install signage,
benches and a shade structure;
construct and place kiosks; construct a
small amphitheater out of a grouping
of rocks; and provide portable toilets
for visitors. Money for this construction
is provided through Placer County’s
Transient Occupancy Tax funds for a
“trailhead of trailheads.”
~ AH

9

Buoy Ordinance Prohibits
Motorized Watercraft
TRUCKEE

At the June 9 council meeting, the
Town of Truckee council passed an
urgent ordinance for boating on
Donner Lake that prohibits motorized
watercraft from passing the buoy line
in the southeastern part of the lake,
near its outlet and surrounded by
Donner Memorial State Park. The area
past the buoy line is very popular with
swimmers and users of nonmotorized
watercraft such as kayaks and standup paddleboards, and the presence
of motorized watercraft in that area
creates a potential for conflicts and
injuries to swimmers and nonmotorized
watercraft users.
~ Town of Truckee press release

10

Joint Litter Cleanup and
Enforcement Effort
SACRAMENTO

The California Department of
Transportation and California Highway
Patrol have announced a statewide
effort to resume litter removal on the
state highways, which has been limited
since March due to the COVID-19
health crisis.
Caltrans maintenance workers and
partnering programs are adhering to
recommendations developed in consultation with licensed industrial hygienists
to ensure safe working environments
while conducting litter removal efforts
during the current health crisis.
~ Caltrans, CHP press release

11

Committee to Improve
Regional Social Justice Formed
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE
On June 12, the Sierra Nevada Alliance
board formed a diversity, equity, and
inclusion committee to help advance
our work in this area. Moving forward,
issues of the Sierra Resource, a regional
newsletter, will contain articles on social
environmental justice and anti-racism
resources for nonprofits. Those with
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

ideas regarding how to
best move forward in this
work or would like to be
part of the conversation are
encouraged to email jenny@
sierranevadaalliance.org.
~ Sierra Resource
newsletter
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Over $200,000 in
Scholarships Given to
Local Students
TRUCKEE

Eight graduating seniors
from Truckee High School
and North Tahoe High
School will be headed to
college this fall, thanks
to more than $200,000 in
funds granted from the
Martis Camp Community
Foundation. The final
scholarship choices for
2020 from more than 120
applicants were made after
deliberation on financial
need, academics, extracurricular activities, and the
submission essay quality.
The recipients are:
• Nicole Heredia,
THE CALL IS OUT: The Ali Youssefi Project is seeking applicants for its Artists in Residence program. Flier
$60,000 MCCF
courtesy the Ali Youssefi Project
Scholarship
• Octavio Diaz,
for the board of supervisors to approve
businesses looking to set up shop in
$24,000 MCCF Scholarship
the appointment of non-elected
Nevada County with the appropriate
• Ilse Ruiz-Castro, $20,000
department heads by the county
county staff. SBC intends to set up a
Ambition Scholarship
executive officer and striking outdated
satellite office in the Rood Center to
• Anaka Hudson, $20,000
procurement bid thresholds that are no
maximize coordination, assist in permitAmbition Scholarship
longer consistent with state law.
ting, and advise on multi-jurisdictional
• Jaquelyne Velazquez~ Placer County press release
infrastructure and development
Gutierrez, $20,000 Ambition
projects.
Scholarship
The county’s $165,000 contract may
PUD Awards Energy Rebate
• Chloe Schaecher, $20,000
be renewed for a one- or two-year
to School District
Ambition Scholarship
extension in subsequent years.
TRUCKEE
• Jayda Walsh, $20,000 Denise
~ Nevada County press release
Martinez Scholarship
The Truckee Donner Public Utility
• Benito Gonzalez, $20,000
District recently awarded the Tahoe
Denise Martinez Scholarship
Truckee Unified School District $98,631
Call for Artists
~ MCCF press release
in energy efficiency rebates to support
SACRAMENTO
school projects. The rebate allowed the
Applications are open through July
TTUSD to complete energy efficiency
Four County Changes on the
27 for the Ali Youssefi Project Artist
and lighting retrofit projects at Truckee
Ballot in November
in Residence program. Four artists
Elementary and Truckee High schools.
will be accepted — two artists from
AUBURN
The cost-effective project is expected
outside of Sacramento and two
A residency requirement for all Placer
to save the school $7,500 to $9,000
artists from Sacramento. One of each
County elected officials will be decided
annually for a period of 15 to 20 years.
residencies will be chosen for terms
by the voters in November — one of
~ TDPUD press release
between October and December 2020
four recommended changes to the
and January and March 2021. Both
county charter. Each measure would
Business Council to
residents receive a $500-per-month
require a simple majority to pass.
stipend, a studio at Verge Center of the
Lead
Economic
Development
One recommended charter addition
Arts, and participation in the AYP group
Initiatives
would require all county elected offishow at Verge Gallery.
cials, not just the board of supervisors,
NEVADA CITY
This project aims to nurture artists
to reside in Placer County. Existing
The Nevada County board of supervifrom
a diverse range of backgrounds
law requires elected officers to be
sors unanimously selected the Sierra
and uplift the work of artists, with
registered Placer County voters at the
Business Council to manage the
a particular focus on underrepretime of their appointment but does not
county’s economic development initiasented perspectives and voices.
require continued residency after that
tives, with a focus on business technical
All visual artists are welcome. More
appointment.
assistance, public-private sector
information and applications can
The committee also recommended
coordination, and expanding internet
be found at aliyoussefiproject.com/
splitting the county civil service comaccess countywide.
artist-in-residency-program.
mission’s administrative and hearing
Two of the contract’s key deliverables
~ Ali Youssefi Project newsletter
duties, and assigning administrative
are providing technical assistance to
duties to the human resources departsmall businesses and entrepreneurs
ment. Two other measures would align
through the council’s Small Business
the charter with the current county
Development Center and facilitatpractices by removing a requirement
ing “warm handoffs” between new

14
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In the Past

DOGS ON
THE HUNT
Canine forensics used to search
for Donner Party burial sites

ON THE PROWL: John Grebenkemper roams
Alder Creek with his dog, Kayle, a certified
historic human remains detection canine.
Photo by Wade Snider/Moonshine Ink

BY ALEX HOEFT
Moonshine Ink

John Grebenkemper had been up since
4:30 a.m. when I spoke to him.
It was nearly 8 p.m., and he was relaxing
in a hotel room chair in Julian, California.
His dog, an 11-and-a-half-year-old border
collie named Kayle, slumbered on the
bed. They’d been waking at the crack of
dawn all week, followed by long days out
in the Southern California sun searching
for Native American burial sites.
Grebenkemper is a historic human
remains detection (HHRD) canine
handler. He and Kayle have spent
the last 10 years seeking the scent of
human decomposition for archaeological
purposes. Rather, Kayle searches for the
scent; Grebenkemper is along for the
ride.
Their HHRD work is all official through
the Institute for Canine Forensics, which
is often called upon to detect historic
gravesites — including the Donner Party,
a famous group of pioneers migrating to
California that was waylaid by snow and
some of whom resorted to cannibalism to
survive.
History buffs likely already know, but
the Donner Party’s namesake, George
Donner, never actually saw the piece of
land on which the memorial statue to
their experience sits, just beyond the
eastern shore of Donner Lake. He and
his family camped in Alder Creek Valley,
about 8 miles east, during the infamous
winter of 1846/47.
Much work has been put into finding
exactly where Donner and his brother’s
18
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camps, along with an additional teamster
camp, sat. Archaeological excavations,
metal detectors, and ground-penetrating
radar have had both successful and
unsuccessful results.
“Before I joined, ICF had actually done
a project at Alder Creek for a professor Kelly Dixon at the University of
Montana,” Grebenkemper explained.
“That was in 2004 when she was looking
for evidence of where the Donner camps
were. They did find remnants of a camp,
primarily from embers of fire that had
been occupied for an extensive period of
time ... The dogs had also been up there
and worked that area and identified the
same spot where they identified the fire
as also containing human remains.”
In 2007, after reading up about the
Donner Party and the mysterious Alder
Creek spots, Grebenkemper (at that
point officially part of the ICF) took
his first dog, Tali, up there where she,
too, was able to detect the campfire’s
location. But it wasn’t until his current
dog, Kayle, was a year-and-a-half that
he pushed beyond the boundaries of the
campfire, sniffing about for clues to the
area’s history.
A dog on the hunt for the scent of human
remains walks slowly and methodically,
sniffing the ground carefully. Detection
is realized when the dog sits or lies down
on the spot, an “alert.” From there, the
handler has his or her canine approach the
spot a second time from a different angle
to check for replication. This is done without direction, so as to allow the animal to
use its own senses to make the discovery
again. If the alert is two-for-two, a new
dog will come in and offer confirmation.
MOONSHINEINK.COM

“I knew from the history there were
potentially three camps [around
Alder Creek]. The most Kelly Dixon’s
group had found was one camp,”
Grebenkemper said. “So I went [in 2010]
and, it was an amazing bit of luck, but I
said I’m gonna go out this way ... and a
couple hours later, the dog alerted; I had
a scent out here far from the traditional
area of the camps.”
Kayle wasn’t yet certified at the time,
but her finding was enough to pique
Grebenkemper’s interest. He hailed
other members of the ICF who quickly
confirmed the human remains with their
certified dogs. From 2010 to 2013, a
dozen different
dogs searched
across 32 acres over
40 days. Ultimately,
80 different alerts
were realized in
addition to Dixon’s
fire excavation in
2004.

Grebenkemper said. “Until you have
recovered actual physical artifacts that
you can identify were the Donners’, it’s
hard to prove that it really is a Donner
campsite.”
Starved Camp is another key local
historical setting; a stopping point for
those who made it out of the Alder Creek
and lakeside camps. Cannibalization is
recorded to have occurred here, too.
The exact spot is unknown, though many
have tried in addition to Grebenkemper
— who mentioned that Kayle has alerted
in an area he believes to be where
Starved Camp was. Bill Oudegeest,
vice president of the Donner Summit

However, though
the dogs have
spoken, nothing can
be confirmed until
an excavation takes
place and objects
are found.
“If someone ever
wants to invest the
effort and money
and permits and
has to do an
archaeology dig
there, maybe
they would find
real evidence,”

ALERT SYSTEM: Between 2010 and 2013, a dozen dogs certified through
the Institute for Canine Forensics searched for human scent in the Alder
Creek area. Each triangle represents an alert for the scent. The positions
of each of these alerts was determined by GPS devices with an accuracy
of 5 to 10 meters. The solid line represents the boundaries of the 32 acres
that were searched. Map courtesy John Grebenkemper
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
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Historical Society, has combed
through diaries and other accounts to
try and narrow down the location of
the camp.
“I think maybe Kayle did find something, but the odds of it being Starved
Camp are for many reasons very
slim in my mind,” Oudegeest said to
Moonshine. “... The accepted route of
the immigrants is on the south side
of Summit Canyon and if they came
over the top of there, they would’ve
gone past Lake Mary … and then
through Summit Valley.”
Oudegeest joined Grebenkemper
and Kayle for a stroll to see if Kayle
might hit on anything along the
GOODEST GIRL: Kayle, an 11-year-old border collie, traveled with her owner, John
“accepted route,” but she didn’t,
Grebenkemper, to the South Pacific in 2017 to search for the remains of aviator Amelia
nor did she hit on anything closer to
Earhart. Photo by Wade Snider/Moonshine Ink
Summit Valley. Oudegeest maintains,
however, that the Starved Camp is
used during the training process, and when a dog
in a different area than where Kayle
sniffs one, a reward is immediately given.
alerted. Tree stumps identified in 1875 as those cut by
the Donner Party were not the same type of trees near
There aren’t national standards for certification
where Kayle hit on, and this possible location would be
of a historic human remains detection canine, but
much more difficult to access than other areas.
the ICF has developed one internally, involving an
outside evaluator. The dogs are pretty reliable at
Grebenkemper and Kayle have also partnered with the
finding human burials; Grebenkemper said they’ve
historical society on other sites in the area, such as
detected remains as old as 3,000 years.
the Chinese workers camps at Donner Summit, where
Kayle alerted at multiple spots.
ICF dogs are certified similarly to cadaver dogs
involved with police work — the same scent of human
decay, but at much weaker levels. Human bones are

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

“Like any detector, they’re not perfect,” he continued, “but the vast majority of the time they’re
correct and it’s been verified by excavation.”

THIS IS THE PLACE (MAYBE): Bill Oudegeest, vice president of
the Donner Summit Historical Society, stands in a small grove of
trees where the Starved Camp may have been at Donner Summit
(some historians, including Oudegeest, dispute that this was the
spot). However, Kayle, John Grebenkemper’s dog, did alert to
human remains in this area. Photo by Alex Hoeft/Moonshine Ink
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A S U S TAI NAB LE
TOURISM ECONOMY

BEFORE, DURING, AND AFTER COVID
THINKING GREEN: Visit Truckee announced TTBID’s updated 2020 to 2025 Management
District Plan, which is the first in California to formally address sustainable tourism. Photo by
Bill Stevenson

BY COLLEEN DALTON
Moonshine Ink
With issues of over-tourism, visitorcaused traffic, pollution, crowding, and
the recent discovery of microplastics
in Lake Tahoe, sustainable tourism
has been on our minds for a long
time. Destination management and
sustainable tourism strategies came
into play for the Truckee
Chamber/Visit Truckee
during the pandemic
much sooner than
planned, and continue to
be a primary focus today.
When COVID hit, California was the
first state to formally engage with the
CDC, federal government, and airlines
on the repatriation of flights from
overseas, primarily China. Tracking with
the state, Visit Truckee monitored the
pandemic with growing concern by late
January.

20
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Two weeks later, on Feb. 11, Visit
California held its annual conference
focused on sustainable travel and destination stewardship programs and case
studies. This was the first formal industry event in response to over-tourism at
the state level, but the issue had begun
years ago in rural towns, especially in
peak season for Truckee, North and
South Lake Tahoe, Mammoth Lakes,
and Monterey.
As the pandemic progressed, on March 17,
Visit Truckee was the first
mountain town chamber
in California to issue a
press release titled Now is Not the Time
to Visit Truckee, resulting in coverage in
the L.A. Times, San Francisco Chronicle,
and Sacramento Bee, in addition to local
publications like this one. Truckee.com,
e-newsletters, and social media shared
these tough love messages for three
long months. We used all of our tools
and resources to do a 180 from “Visit
Truckee; enjoy our shops, restaurants

MOONSHINEINK.COM

and lodging” to “see you on the other
side,” not knowing when that would
ever be.
Truckee became a ghost town.
While that was a complete shock to
our DNA, Visit Truckee was prepared
for COVID-19 because we had already
started to support California’s new
Responsible Travel Code. We made a
shift in responsible tourism communication with articles, photos, and videos on
themes such as Keep Truckee Green.
The about-face needed to bring tourism to a grinding halt brought on
by the virus became our first major
move toward visitor communication
focusing on sustainable travel, in this
case to keep our communities safe.
Visit Truckee rebooted a “destination
marketing factory” into the visitor crisis
communication needed to stop a lethal
disease at our community’s doorstep.
The problems that caused us to delve
into more sustainable tourism schemes
for the long term persist in the pandemic. Many would say we’re in the
middle of over-tourism right now with
pent-up demand for travel from visitors
who have no interest in flying. Visit
Truckee continues to retool quickly for
the crisis at hand, watching Nevada
County’s positivity rate and preparing to
mitigate by understanding the reasons
why.
We are, at press time, hyper-focused
on mandatory mask usage by creating
photos, videos, articles, and artwork
that communicate “mask up” and that
travel to Truckee is not a vacation from
the virus. Since the closure of tourism
in March, we learned that creative messages and positive reinforcement works
and travelers come back, yet it will take
collaboration and education to keep
COVID at bay. Always point travelers
to truckee.com/knowbeforeyougo.
Yet we knew it even before COVID:
Peak season tourism as we know it in
Truckee is not sustainable. The sunset
for funding Visit Truckee was looming for October 2020. We knew that

restructuring Visit Truckee in order to
keep this community as an authentic
mountain town with a vibrant business
sector was the only path forward.
Fortunately, the mechanism to make
that change is the Truckee Tourism
Business Improvement District which
was formed with the help of our
Chamber of Commerce in 2015.
Since then, TTBID has been guided by
a Management District Plan that spells
out how tourism funding, generated by
a TTBID fee on room nights, is spent.
In the past five years, a committee in
the chamber has steered spending decisions that helped drive a $159 million
tourism economy and generated over
1,400 jobs.
In 2019, the TTBID Committee began
to strategize how a new MDP for the
years 2020 to 2025 could formalize
a plan for sustainable tourism and
destination stewardship.
The resulting path forward for TTBID
will be the first in California to have a
formal mechanism to address sustainable tourism.
With input from the Town of Truckee
and citizens via quality of life polls, the
final version of the 2020 to 2025 MDP
was poised to reflect this historic change
even weeks before the coronavirus
pandemic made landfall in California
with a new section about destination
management and sustainable visitor
communications.
As part of the new focus, Visit Truckee
will now be recognized as a 501 (c)(6)
destination marketing and management
organization.
Visit Truckee/Truckee Chamber has
obtained the 50% needed signatures
for TTBID renewal. A public notice
and public hearing will now follow, with
the final step of getting the Town of
Truckee’s blessings. To learn more, visit
truckee.com/ttbid-renewal.
~ Colleen Dalton is the director of tourism
and economic programs for Truckee
Chamber/Visit Truckee.
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BUSINESS BRIEFS
1 Squaw Valley Considering Name Change
OLYMPIC VALLEY
Squaw Valley Alpine Meadows is considering
changing the name of their resort, as “Squaw” is
an English-root word that has been used as a slur
against Native American women. “As you likely know,
the term is used by several area businesses as well
as state and federal agencies for locations in the
Olympic Valley region and these groups should be
involved in the discussion,” read the resort’s statement in part.
~ BL

2 Grocery Stores Popping Up like Daisies
TRUCKEE
June 25 marked the grand opening of a locally
owned Grocery Outlet across from Safeway and
June 27 came the unveiling of the Rayley’s O-N-E
on Soaring Way, a “new kind of Raley’s” focused on
“offering a curated assortment of wholesome goodness,” according to their site.
On the scene at Grocery Outlet’s first-ever 5 p.m.
crowd, a mostly masked and distanced group of
shoppers was ready to break into applause when
cowbells rang and employees announced savings
from individual customers’ checkouts. It’s a chainwide tradition: “A customer just saved $106 on
their groceries,” came one proud announcement to
scattered applause.
Moonshine had the chance to catch up with
Grocery Outlet store owners Shannon and Ryan
Parrish, who had been waiting patiently through
approval, planning, and construction phases and were
over the moon to see the fruits of all their labor and
dreaming.
“We’ve been monitoring it for quite a few years and
this has always in our hearts been our destiny,” Ryan
Parrish said.
So with the grocery store stock immediately
expanded almost by half again, competition opportunities increase in the industry that has provided
one of the most essential of the essentials during this
crisis. Though the Raley’s O-N-E website still shows a
mockup rather than a photo of the now-constructed
store, it is fully operational. They tout fresh produce
and carefully selected products, described as “better
options for the community we proudly serve.”
~ BL

3 Resorts Open for Summer Operations
TAHOE
Heavenly Mountain Resort and Northstar California
Resort are open for select summer activities. Kirkwood
Mountain Resort will have human-powered activities
(no lift access) available to guests, similar as years
past. The resorts shared operating plans as well as
their commitment to safety amid the COVID-19 pandemic. Specific guidelines about physical distancing,
employee protocols and training, guest expectations,
enhanced cleaning and sanitization, hospitality, and
lodging and dining facilities.
Opening dates and activities at Vail Resorts’ other
North American resorts can be found at snow.com/
info/summer-2020-update.
~ Vail Resorts press release
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is now located in the Truckee Mercantile Building at
10052 Donner Pass Rd., just across the street from the
downtown fire station. The Word After Word Team is
excited about the move to a larger building in order
to provide a broader selection of books and literary
gifts. The bookshop reopened June 26, and is open
for in-store shopping daily between 10 a.m. and 6
p.m.
~ Word After Word press release

5

New Fly Fishing Store is First of
its Kind in 10 Years
TRUCKEE
Trout Creek Outfitters opened June 20 as the first fly
fishing-specific store in Truckee since West River Fly
Shop 10 years ago, run by Andy Burke, and Truckee
River Outfitters who shared a lease even before then
with Tahoe Dave’s.
“So we’re technically not the first but the first that
will be remembered,” said Scott Koper, an employee
of the new store. Trout Creek Outfitters is located
at 10115 Donner Pass Rd. and is open seven days a
week, from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Koper said the space “opened up and we jumped
on it,” and that the fledgling crew feels fortunate
things seem to be falling into place and working out
“better than we expected,” Koper said, noting that
they are building their business around them as they
begin and don’t even have streetside signage yet.
~ BL

7

Makers Fair Canceled, Truckee
Roundhouse Struggles
TRUCKEE
The Truckee Roundhouse is a nonprofit that runs
a makerspace supporting teaching, learning, and
practicing a variety of crafts, skills, technologies, and
arts. Like many small local businesses, the company
has been hit hard financially due to the COVID-19
shutdown. Due to concerns about the virus, Truckee
Roundhouse’s main annual June fundraiser, the
Makers Fair has been canceled.
To learn more visit truckeeroundhouse.org and
find a video that local photographer/videographer
Court Leve made to promote the Roundhouse’s
efforts to stay afloat at vimeo.com/431256078/
b045fe449d.
~ BL
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TRUCKEE
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Town Manager, Police
Chief Head Out
TRUCKEE
Within days of each other,
Robert Leftwich, chief of police,
and Jeff Loux, town manager,
retired from the Town of
Truckee.
Leftwich, who left the town
on July 3, announced his
retirement amidst community
concern over a leaked internal
email of his, in which he shared
his thoughts on police brutality
SO LONG: Jeff Loux, Truckee town
and the death of George Floyd. manager, retired from his position
Capt. Randy Billingsley with the after three-and-a-half years. Photo
police department will serve as
courtesy Sarah Ring
interim police chief.
Loux retired July 1, citing his decision as a good time to take
place despite a recent performance review and shifting dates in
his contract. He first joined town staff in 2017 as the community
development director. After six months in that position, he moved
up to the town manager positions, which he held from August
2017 to July of this year.
The town has hired WBCP Inc. for the recruitment of a new town
manager, which will work closely with town staff and council. The
community will have the opportunity for input on ideal qualities
of the next manager via a survey (available in both English and
Spanish) until July 11. A virtual workshop also took place on July 8.
English survey: surveymonkey.com/r/K85MS6V
Spanish survey: surveymonkey.com/r/KB7PW6W
~ AH

Interim to Permanent General Manager
INCLINE VILLAGE
The Board of Trustees of the Incline Village General Improvement
District unanimously voted to appoint Indra Winquest as the
district’s general manager. Winquest had been serving as
interim GM. The appointment was official on July 1.
~ IVGID press release

Interim Public Health Officer Steps In
NEVADA CITY
Nevada County Public Health welcomes Dr. Richard Johnson as
interim public health officer. Johnson is an M.D., has a master’s in
public health, is a fellow of the American Academy of Pediatrics,
and will be jointly serving as Alpine County’s public health officer
while interim public health officer for Nevada County. He will have
the continued enhanced support from Dr. Glennah Trochet, who
has been serving as Nevada County’s deputy health officer, interim
support from Dr. Ken Cutler, who will remain on board to assist with
the transition to a new health officer, and will be working alongside
Jill Blake, Nevada County public health director.
~ Nevada County press release

Tahoe Donner Elects Two New Board Members
TRUCKEE

4 Downtown Bookstore Moves
Word After Word Books has moved down the street
from its former location in historic downtown, and

MOVING IN, MOVING UP,
MOVING ON

NEW SHOP ON THE BLOCK: Raley’s first O-N-E Market
opened in the town of Truckee on June 27. Photo courtesy
Raley’s

The Tahoe Donner Association held its annual members meeting on June 28, during which the newest board members were
announced. Taking the seats of Jennifer Jennings and Jeff
Connors are Courtney Murrell and Steve Mahoney, each elected
to three-year terms. The voter turnout was the association’s highest
ever, at 49.6% (in 2019, it was 44.2%). Out of a total of 6,099 votes,
Mahoney took 1,921; Murrell had 1,844; and in third place was Rob
McCray, with 1,042.
The new positions were announced in advance of the arrival of
a new general manager, David Mickaelian, whose expected start
date is July 13.
~ AH
MOONSHINEINK.COM
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HOSS KEEPS
IT LOCAL
BY MAYUMI ELEGADO
Moonshine Ink

As the coronavirus lockdown went into effect, local
radio station owner JD Hoss took action, interviewing officials and providing daily COVID-19 updates.
He was also very vocal about supporting the local
community during these trying times, saying,
“Exhaust every local resource, before going online.”
Sounds like a mantra for Think Local, so we spoke
with JD Hoss at his station to find out more.

HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN IN THE TAHOE/
TRUCKEE COMMUNITY?
I’ve been in the Tahoe/Truckee community 16
going on 17 years, coming up here on July 10. Born
and raised in Reno. This is the place we came. We
decided we didn’t want to live in concrete-ville after
we got married, and if we were to stake a life, we
were going to stake our life right here in Truckee.

HOW LONG HAVE YOU OWNED KTKE 101.5?
I’ve been here 16 of those years. Fired twice, quit
once. The actual ownership of it, going on 12 years
I’ve owned this radio station. I bought it during the
recession of ‘08.

WHAT DROVE YOU TO ACTIVELY PROMOTE
SHOPPING, AND THINKING, LOCAL?
Well, because number one, I own two businesses.

Dedicated to our community.
Stay strong, Tahoe/Truckee!

(530) 582-5655
cedarhousesporthotel.com
Employs
25 people
22

13 years in
business
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I own this radio station and I own a flooring business in town as well. I understand what it means to
spend local dollars and how local dollars stay in our
community. And at that time, I was watching what
was going on and I could see who were going to be
the recipients, the most wealthiest people in the
world were doubling, tripling, making larger profits
than we’ve ever seen ever. None of that was coming
back to this community.
And I could tell right from the beginning watching
businesses crumble and watching people’s life work
just dissipate. And as I saw that, you could see the
emotion of the people, which is the fabric of the
community, and the people were just dying right on
the vine.

think they made $43 more billion, in one month.
Are you kidding me? I mean that’s half of the stimulus package for the whole entire country.
We coulda done it better. Why did they close small
businesses? They should have never closed small
businesses, they should have closed big business.
There [were] more people in big businesses, transmitting the virus, than you could have ever done in
small businesses.
So when it says about spending local, it means you
must exhaust every avenue, every resource possible,
in your community, before you click that button.
Because once you click that button, that money is
gone forever.

I said, “Well, how do we keep
everybody here? How do we make
sure that when this thing is over,
that all these businesses are still
here,” because that’s what makes
community.
The businesses that support the
baseball teams, the football teams,
the soccer teams, the local events,
the nonprofits. If they die, community’s gone, fabric’s gone.
Every time that somebody went
online and they shopped at
Amazon, they were putting one
more nail in the coffin to those
businesses here in Truckee.
Because not one penny of that
money comes back to this community. It all goes to Jeff Bezos. I

A GIFT: JD Hoss, owner of
KTKE 101.5, has been offering
up the services of his radio
station to the community
during the pandemic, often
pro-bono despite having lost
80% of his ad revenue. His
dogs, Anna (right) and Rudy,
support his decision. Photo by
Court Leve

TRINKIE WATSON
Tenacious. Talented.
Team Player.
(530) 581-0722

trinkiewatson.chaseinternational.com

40+ years in business
MOONSHINEINK.COM

Creating bespoke fine art furniture
It’s Human Nature

(530)581-8778
GoTahoeNorth.com
285
members

25 years in
business

(530) 548-5112
roundwoodfurniture.com
Employs
8 people

19 years in
business
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THESE THINK LOCAL/SPEND
LOCAL REMINDERS, WHAT
EFFECT DID THEY HAVE ON
YOUR LISTENERS?
I really hope that people understand
what community is about and why
we live here, the reason we choose to
live here. And the UPS trucks, FedEx
trucks, they didn’t stop. They didn’t
stop. I got responses received back
from people, “Well I can’t buy that
here.” (See sidebar.)
There’s needs and wants in life. I’ve
been doing that since the ‘80s. Needs
and wants. That’s how I got to where
I am today. “Do I really need that? Or
do I want that?”
Because right now what you need is
fresh air, you need water, you need
space and you need family. You need
time and you need love and you need
community. And you must come
together as one.

HOW HAS YOUR BUSINESS
FARED?
So, I came into the team. They looked
at me. I looked at them. We lost 80%

AUDIO
Hear from the man
himself why he thinks
local. Find it on
moonshineink.com.

Nourishing Healthy Communities

(530) 587-7426
newmoonnaturalfoods.com
Employs
84 people

23 years in
business

of our business. We were
in the fun business. And
we had lost everything.
We had nothing. We had
about 20% coming in.
And that wasn’t enough
to pay the rent, to pay
everything.
I went to my retirement
fund and I looked at how
much I had, how much I
had saved. And as much
as I don’t like corporate
businesses, I like the
model of Starbucks.
Because Starbucks said,
hey, here’s the deal.
PPP’s coming and you
hold everybody. You do
not send anybody to
the unemployment line.
You hold them and it’ll
be all okay.

PRECIOUS REASONS: JD and his family chose the Tahoe/Truckee community 17 years ago, valuing the small-town
feel. Photo by Court Leve

So I looked at how much money I had
and said, “Okay, that’s what I’m going
to do.”
I looked at the team, I said, we are
a nonprofit. We’re not a registered
nonprofit, but we are going to act
like one, we’re going to operate like a
nonprofit, ‘til we’re profitable again.
So we gave away all the advertising.
If you needed help, we gave it to you.
If there was a fundraiser, we gave it

Farming with love & care since 1997
USDA Organic | Certified CCOF Organic

(530) 292-3776
mountainbountyfarm.com
Employs
15 people

22 years in
business

to them … if somebody needed help,
they were on the radio. If we needed
more news and information, I put you
on the radio.
This license for this
radio station was so
hard to come by. It
was such a gift, to
have an opportunity
to get this license and
buy it from corporate
hands, in America
today. Then is it not
my core responsibility to give this thing

WHAT CAN’T YOU GET HERE?
You might subscribe to the idea of shopping local,
but there is that one thing you just can’t get here. We
want to know what that is, and the business community
certainly wants to know. Tell us what you can’t find in
Tahoe/Truckee, editors@moonshineink.com.
JD’s response: Despite tremendous, tremendous
customer service from Mountain Hardware, he had to
go to Home Depot for an attic fan.

How do you pivot while marrying
culture with strategy?

(916) 761-2045
linkedin.com/in/pamela-hurt-hobday-9176305

Employs
16 people

41 years in
business

(530) 583-6415
tahoedaves.com
Employs
120 people

43 years in
business

READ. DISCUSS.
DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.
CONTRIBUTE.
READ.

Like a Good Neighbor, State Farm is
there! We are all in this TOGETHER!

530-550-9000
www.insuranceroxanne.com
Employs
2 persons

32 years in
business

888.3PLUMAS
plumasbank.com
Employs
15 people

39 years in
business

Shop Local. Eat Local.
Spend Local. Think Local.
ADVERTISE LOCAL.

Insurance office of Roxanne Duffield

Official Sponsor of
Good Times in
North Lake Tahoe & Truckee!

back, and in tenfold, for what it’s
given to me? That’s what it’s about for
me.

Working to ensure
Community Vitality!
historictruckee.com
info@historictruckee.com
51 years in business
MOONSHINEINK.COM
MOONSHINEINK.COM
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THE POWER OF THE
LOCAL DOLLAR
BY BECCA LOUX
Moonshine Ink

Thinking local from the start of your economic impact, i.e. where you spend
your dollar, not only shows your values and makes a tangible impact on the
world, but by spending money at independently owned establishments, more
of your dollar recirculates in the community it was spent in.

THINK LOCAL highlights the
importance and impact of being
a localist, and not just when it
comes to shopping — it’s about
services, restaurants, medical
care, nonprofits, businesses, and
even media.

Numerous studies have demonstrated this principle, with one study conducted in Salt Lake City, Utah, by Civic Economics that compared what
percentage of a dollar stays in the community when spent in an independently
owned local store versus a national chain. This study grouped four national
chains present in Salt Lake (Barnes & Noble, Home Depot, Office Max, and
Target) and three national restaurant chains (Darden, McDonald’s, and P.F.
Chang’s), and pitted a dollar spent in any of those establishments within
the city against one spent at a combination of 15 independently owned local
businesses and seven independent restaurants.

THINK LOCAL is a signature on
a statement saying we believe in
Tahoe/Truckee and want to see a
thriving community we all love.

The result? About 14% of the dollar spent at national chains recirculated to
the Salt Lake community; while 52% of the dollar spent at independent establishments remained in the community.
Now that’s buying power.
*Note: This infographic is based on a 2012 study set in Salt Lake City, Utah.
Research by Civic Economics. Designed by Becca Loux and Mayumi Elegado, made
by Sarah Miller/Moonshine Ink

Each
dollar spent
with a national
retailer

Each
dollar spent
with an independent
retailer

~.86 cents leaves
community circulation

~.48 cents leaves
community circulation

~.52 cents remains in
community crculation

~.14 cents remains in
community circulation
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FORWARD,
ONWARD
BY JAN HOLAN
Moonshine Ink

Could the Tahoe/Truckee
region thrive with an economy
not so driven by tourism? What
would alternatives be?
Absolutely. Just as the First
Transcontinental Railroad
made it possible for Tahoe/
Truckee residents to distribute timber, ice, and locally
brewed beer across the West, technology is making
it possible to live in the mountains while creating
value for the rest of the world. With tech sector
innovations, the concepts of “made in Tahoe” can
be applied to so much more than ever before. The
pandemic is accelerating this trend. With so many
people working from home, it’s not surprising many
are choosing to live in the mountains.
With that said, visitors will always be an important
part of our future. Much of the infrastructure and
services we enjoy and depend on wouldn’t exist
without our visitors. If there ever was a clear distinction between “visitor” and “local,” the lines are
getting blurrier and won’t serve us moving forward.
We stand to gain most from creating a kind and
welcoming community to live in and visit.
We have the opportunity to galvanize all who love
our region — visitors, lifelong locals, and new
residents alike — to help build a compelling future
together. To sustain our new hybrid economy and

our community character we need to make big
investments in housing, transportation, and nature.
Housing has been a challenge since well before the
pandemic-fueled migration to the mountains. Many
of the people who keep our schools, public services,
and businesses running can’t afford to live here.
The shortage of affordable housing stresses the
fabric of our community and generates unnecessary
traffic on our roadways.
Yet more full-time residents lived in our town
centers in 1950 than today. Encouraging higher
density infill housing closer to town will reduce
sprawl and per capita costs of public services like
sewers, roadways, and fire protection. Infill development will also make alternatives to the personal
automobile more viable.
Traffic is frustrating in the city and even more
discordant in the mountains. We can’t simply build
our way out of this mess. In most cases, more
roads, more lanes, and more parking will lead to
more traffic. A bold commitment to developing
transportation infrastructure not so dependent on
the automobile is needed.
Public transportation needs to be more convenient
and sexier. Just as software developers focus on
improving every aspect of the user interface, we
can invest in good design to improve every aspect
of the transit rider experience. Eliminating TART
fares was a great first step. Expanding routes and
frequency is needed. How about neighborhood coffee transit stops? What would a compelling Truckee
Trolley experience look and feel like? Is it time to
create a modern version of the Snowball Express
train which first brought skiers to Sugarbowl in
1940 with arguably less hassle than a visitor fighting traffic 80 years later on Interstate 80?

While we won’t be replacing all car trips with bike
trips, connecting neighborhoods with paved multiuse trails is a high leverage investment. Imagine
riding safely just about anywhere across our region
whether you are 8 or 80. Electric bikes have made
riding more accessible. Plowing trails makes nearly
every day a good day for riding. Trails improve the
experience of residents and visitors while providing
better access to nature and open space.
As a community, we rally behind initiatives to
protect open space and nature. We have much work
to do. As one example, our Truckee River still bears
the scars from a railroad era when industry used
the river as a water and power source and convenient sewer. The Truckee River is the heart of our
community, but the railroad and our development
pattern has separated us from it.
We can create better access while restoring riverbanks and riparian vegetation. Pedestrian bridges
over the river and over the tracks from Truckee’s
downtown will improve access, parking, and traffic.
Revitalizing industrial river properties with mixed
use neighborhoods that intersperse housing with
parks, trails, restaurants, commerce, and art will
fortify our economy while improving the quality of
experience for residents and visitors alike.
Pulling together as a community to make smart
investments in housing, transportation, and nature
will help make our region a great place to live
and visit. It will be the foundation for a long-term
sustainable, diverse, and entrepreneurial economy.
~ Jan Holan commutes by bike in all seasons, operates
the Lift Workspace, and serves on the board of Truckee
Rotary, Truckee Trails, and Our Truckee River Legacy
Foundation. Along with his family, he looks forward to
moving into Truckee’s first cohousing neighborhood, an
infill redevelopment on West River Street.

Photo by Wade Snider/Moonshine Ink
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OPINION

To Battle a Virus, Again, as a Community

MY SHOT
By Ryan Gruver

There is much that remains
unknown about the novel
coronavirus, and yet we know
how to beat it. As a community
we have beaten it before. When
California issued the stayat-home order on March 19,
Nevada County was already in
the midst of an outbreak. Due
to the diligence and sacrifice
of our community, we averted
catastrophe and were successful
in “flattening the curve,” to the
extent that we went the whole
month of May without any new
COVID-19 cases on either side
of the county. And then came
June. After remaining flat at 41
total cases through May, we’ve
added 60 cases between June
1 and June 25, including 49 in
the last two weeks of that time
period alone.

outbreaks, and it also provides
insight into the activities that
are contributing to the spread.
Surprisingly, contact tracing
has revealed that the new cases
since June 1 have not been
related to the reopening as
much as the complacency and
relaxation that has come along
with reopening. We have seen
several instances of an initial
infection that then spreads
through family gatherings
between households, broader
social gatherings, and work
settings. Additionally, several
of the recent outbreaks are
related to people showing up
to these settings with mild
symptoms, assuming they just
have allergies.

After being at home for
months, it’s understandable that
we want to get out and socialize, but with the recent sharp
increases in confirmed cases,
it’s become more important
than ever now to be diligent.
Reopening is necessary, but
with more people coming in
from out of town and more
people visiting businesses, it
should result in more caution,
not less. This will be particularly
key with big summer tourism
weekends like the Fourth of
July and Labor Day.
While this sharp increase is
concerning, there are measures
we can take to help slow the
spread. Let’s not forget the

basics: Stay home if you’re even
mildly sick, limit intermixing
outside your household, wash
your hands frequently, keep 6
feet of space, and wear a face
covering in public spaces.
It’s worth dwelling on that
last point. Recently, the state
issued a mask mandate that
has been highly contentious
and controversial. Among the
loudest voices advocating for
this mandate were businesses
eager to protect their staff and
help customers feel safe to
shop. I started wearing a face
covering months ago when the
science was more mixed, and
the reason was in observing the
stress and concern of grocery

store workers. I thought to
myself, if it makes that essential
worker feel better, I’m okay
with the inconvenience of my
glasses fogging up a bit.
Since then there has been an
emerging consensus that there
are aggregate benefits when
more people wear face coverings, including modeling that
shows many thousands of lives
can be saved. Wearing a mask
is an act of compassion and
community.
When the mandate was
announced, news coverage
focused on various law enforcement agencies refusing to
enforce it. It’s important to note
that asking law enforcement
officers to cite individuals has
never been our enforcement
strategy, so our success doesn’t
depend on that. Success
will come from our sense of
community and from our
businesses, not because of
heavy-handed enforcement.
The best way forward is to not
move backwards. As a community we have beaten COVID-19
before, and it is only as a
community that we will beat it
again.

Working to our advantage this
time is that we have drastically
increased our contact tracing
capacity. Contact tracing
involves conducting interviews
to identify potential exposures,
instituting quarantine and
isolation for those exposed or
infected, and closely monitoring
for new infections.

~ Ryan Gruver is director of the
Nevada County Health and
Human Services Agency, which
includes public health, behavioral
health, social services, child
support, probation, and public
defender departments. Ryan has
been with the county since 2006,
and lives in Nevada City with
his wife, Flavia, and their three
children.

Contact tracing can be an effective strategy to contain new

Online ordering at Jaxtruckee.com
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Racism, Childhood Education, and Schools
The experience that led us to speak out
would never tell on him because they
were friends and she was so nice. He
ended up telling her that he didn’t like
the color of her skin.

MY SHOT
By Megan Seifert
and Ambrose
Tuscano

Editor’s Note: This story was originally
published exclusively on moonshineink.
com in a longer version. A direct
interview with Megan and Ambrose is
also featured on Moonshine Minutes,
our radio show on KTKE 101.5 Truckee/
Tahoe Radio, and archived on the
‘Multimedia’ tab on our site.
We all saw the news during and in the
months following the 2016 presidential election: Racism was more openly
expressed and more tolerated by those
in power. As troubling as it was, we
really thought that it didn’t apply to
our liberal little California mountain
town bubble; we certainly didn’t think
it would touch our lives.
During this time our son Griffin was
involved in an incident at school. In
first grade, Griffin had a good friend,
Chloe Jaborski, in his class. She is
biracial. Her mom, Avril, is black and
her dad, Matt, is white. She was the
only black student in the school.

Thankfully, Chloe’s family had taught
her to stand up for herself. She was
afraid of the other boy, but was not
afraid of Griffin. She went to the
teacher and told her what Griffin had
said to her. When prompted, Griffin
reluctantly told the teacher everything
that happened. Another teacher
brought the three kids into the office
and told them that no one had the
exact same skin and that skin color
doesn’t matter.
We got a brief summary of this story
from Griffin’s teacher, but was assured
it was okay; it was just kids being
kids. It was shocking and confusing
news. Where had this come from?
After school, we had a very difficult
conversation with Griffin, who did not
understand how what he had said had
caused so much trouble. It took some
time, but we began to educate him
about our country’s shameful history
of slavery, segregation, prejudice, and
racial inequity. Afterwards, we sent
a text to Avril and asked if we could
come over. When we got there, Avril
said they had not really gotten the
whole story yet. We worked together
with Griffin to apologize and explain
what he had said to Chloe. Avril,
Matt, and Chloe told us they knew
this day would come, but they didn’t

One day, Griffin and another boy were
sitting at a table working with Chloe.
The boy said to her that she should go
back to Mexico where she belonged.
The boy encouraged Griffin to tease
her also. Griffin thought that the boy
was cool and he thought that Chloe

AUDIO
Hear the touching
interivew with Megan
and Ambrose at
moonshineink.com

think it would happen so soon. We
never thought our child would say
something like that.
Later that spring, Avril told us they
were moving to a bigger city with
more diversity. She said that they
couldn’t stay at a school that didn’t
address racist incidents. While it
was hard to lose them as friends and
neighbors, it was even harder to know
that our family had played a major
role in their decision to leave their
home. It was so unfair that the family
that had done nothing to deserve this
disruption to their lives was the one
that suffered most.
There are so many ways to look at a
story like this and so many actions it
suggests that could improve or prevent
it in the future, but in this limited
space, here are only a few:
It is safest to assume that racism is
part of every community; while that
can be uncomfortable, it’s better than
allowing it to go unchecked as we did.
Raising children to be color blind is
irresponsible. While it’s easier than
having conversations with young
kids about difficult topics, it was the
mistake that made this story possible,
and even unintentional racism can
have lasting irreparable consequences.
Who is best equipped to educate
children about racism? The assumption in America has always been that
it’s the parents’ role. While parents
can do better, even a superficial review
of history suggests that this approach
isn’t working to eliminate racism
and the horrific toll it’s taking on our
communities.

MORE ONLINE
Visit moonshineink.com for
the longer story.

We need an educational mandate from
the highest possible level (federal, if
possible; otherwise state) to teach a
fact-based curriculum on racism in
every school that’s age-appropriate
and effective. Will this be difficult and
expensive to implement? Definitely. Can
we afford not to? Only if we are content
to see more innocent Black, Brown, and
Native American people murdered by
our state institutions and discriminated
against, just out of the sight of most
White people, throughout their lives.
~ Meg and Ambrose are both graduates
of Davidson College in North Carolina.
Meg has a Ph.D. in zoology from
Washington State University and is
executive director of Headwaters Science
Institute. Ambrose is an English teacher
at Sugar Bowl Academy and editor of
the American Whitewater Journal. They
have two kids, Griffin, 9, and Mari, 6,
and love to adventure together in the
Tahoe region and beyond.
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“AFTER ALL, THE
OPPOSITE OF LOVE
IS NOT HATE — IT’S
INDIFFERENCE.”
~ MIKE BLINDER
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Salutations, Sanitation Agency
Why I quit TTSA
and then discharged into the
Truckee River.
The Truckee River watershed is
one of the most pristine in the
state and is a treasured asset to
our community.
MY SHOT
By Laura Mader

My name is Laura Mader
and I am an environmental
engineer who has spent 17
years employed in university,
research, and municipal water
quality labs working to protect
California watersheds. For the
last six years I have had the
opportunity to live and work
in this amazing community
as the laboratory director at
North Tahoe’s local wastewater
treatment plant, Tahoe-Truckee
Sanitation Agency, until I
resigned on June 24. So why
did I quit?
First, some background: To
protect the clarity of Lake
Tahoe, all sewage generated
around the Tahoe Basin (including North Lake, Tahoe City,
Squaw Valley, Alpine Meadows,
and Truckee) is combined and
treated at the TTSA water
treatment plant near the airport

In 2015, TTSA brought on a
new general manager from
Bakersfield, LaRue Griffin. As
has been documented several
times in the pages of Moonshine
Ink, this change in management
led to a culture of blame, retaliation, and fear among TTSA
employees.
Since Mr. Griffin took over
operations, the agency has
violated its discharge permit 14
separate times and has made no
effort to remedy the same violations that happened repeatedly.
Instead of working to solve the
problem and protect the environment, TTSA management
decided to replace the certified
chemists who determine
whether the plant is violating
this permit with unqualified
wastewater treatment operators. These operators are the
very same staff who would be
blamed if the testing showed
that a violation had occurred.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

TTSA management demanded
that I approve the results
generated by these unsupervised operators who had only a
few hours of training and who
were not required to have any
relevant education or experience. I could not in good faith
do this and resigned instead.
In the last several years, many
TTSA employees have reached

again tried to alert the board
of directors about what was
happening at TTSA, Board
President Dale Cox dismissed
them as agitators and directed
them to stop contacting the
board.
The TTSA board is made up of
representatives from other local
PUD boards, and in some cases
they are appointed by those

IF YOU WOULD LIKE OUR LOCAL
WASTEWATER AGENCY TO ACT IN
GOOD FAITH TO PROTECT THE TRUCKEE
RIVER WATERSHED, PLEASE CONSIDER
REACHING OUT TO TTSA AND ITS
MEMBER PUDS TO EXPRESS YOUR
CONCERN.
out to the board of directors
to sound the alarm about
management’s culture of blame
and retaliation, and disregard
for the community and the
environment. The board of
directors has taken no action to
address these issues. They have
no publicly available contact
information and have refused
to speak to the ratepayers who
tried to contact them about
TTSA. When employees once

boards and not elected at all.
The board members are Dale
Cox (elected to Squaw Valley
Public Service District), Dan
Wilkins (elected to Tahoe City
Public Utility District), Lane
Lewis (appointed by North
Tahoe Public Utility District),
Blake Tresan (appointed by
Truckee Sanitation District),
and Jon Northrup (elected to
Alpine Springs County Water
District).

If you would like our local
wastewater agency to act
in good faith to protect the
Truckee River watershed,
please consider reaching out
to TTSA and its member
PUDs to express your concern. Also, consider your votes
this fall for board members
at the five local districts that
make up TTSA. Vote for
candidates that pledge to
make changes to TTSA and
who will require accountability
and oversight to ensure that
clean water is released into
our Truckee River.
~ Laura is originally from
Oakland, Calif. She attended
UC Davis and worked for the
University of California for a
decade before moving to Tahoe
with her family in 2014. She
enjoys being outdoors and on
the water with her husband and
two sons, ages four and eight.

MORE ONLINE
Read
Moonshine’s
recent article on
TTSA culture.

SOLUTIONS TO
P U Z Z L E PA G E , P. 5 4

“I LOVE WHEN
PEOPLE THAT
HAVE BEEN
THROUGH
HELL WALK
OUT OF THE
FLAMES
CARRYING
BUCKETS OF
WATER FOR
THOSE STILL
CONSUMED
BY THE FIRE.”

SUDOKU

CROSSWORD

~ STEPHANIE SPARKLES
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Town of Truckee General
Municipal Elec�on

Call for Candidates

The Town of Truckee will be conducting a consolidated general
election with Nevada County Elections Department on
November 3, 2020. There will be three Council Member seats
up for election.
The Council is made up of a five-members, elected by popular
vote of the general public who reside within the Town of
Truckee boundaries.
Each Council Member must be a
registered voter in the Town of Truckee.
The nomination period for these offices begins on July 13,
2020 and closes on August 7, 2020 at 5:00 p.m.
If nomination papers for an incumbent officer of the Town are
not filed by August 7, 2020 at 5:00 p.m., the voters shall have
until August 12, 2020 at 5:00 p.m., to nominate candidates
other than the person(s) who are the incumbents, for that
incumbent’s elective office. This extension is not applicable
where there is no incumbent eligible to be elected.

OUR TAHOE CITY
LOCATIONS ARE OPEN
FOR ALL YOUR SUMMER ESSENTIALS!

SWIMSUITS · FLIP FLOPS
SUNGLASSES · SKATEBOARDS
DISC GOLF & MORE!

The polls will be open November 3, 2020 between the hours of
7:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m.
If no one or only one person is nominated for an elective office,
appointment to the elective office may be made as prescribed
by § 10229, Elections Code of the State of California.

BBQ with gas or you could ruin a
lot more than dinner.

www.TahoeDaves.com

TAHOE CITY, CALIFORNIA • 530-583-6415

Worried about
burning down?

Do a bit of grooming.

IN TAHOE, it’s never a good idea to use charcoal to fuel your
grill. Using propane instead of charcoal reduces the risk of
sparking a wildfire while grilling or disposing of ashes. Like
any great chef, it helps to start with the best ingredients.

530-583-0400

Roll up your sleeves.

One less thing
to worry about.

To Do:
Don’t
burn to
the
ground.

For more information visit:

TahoeLivingWithFire.com

Wildfires are unavoidable.
Being prepared isn’t.

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.
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OPINION

OBITUARY

Penny Teshara: Love, Community Service,
and Radio Broadcasting
July 1, 1944 – June 29, 2020

Sandra Elisabeth Van Fossen
(Penny) was born July 1,
1944 in Charlottesville,
Virginia to Hansel Young and
Ruth Van Fossen, the sister
to older brother Danny.
She passed peacefully from
this earth the afternoon of
Monday, June 29, 2020 with
her loving husband and life
partner Steve Teshara by her
side.

plane she arrived in touched
down at Lake Tahoe Airport.
Together, Penny and Kelley
experienced the full range
of activities, challenges, and
joys of living at the lake.
Penny especially loved bike
riding and long walks.

Danny had trouble pronouncing Sandra so she
became Penny. The family
moved west to Santa Barbara
before Penny entered
high school. Early on, and
throughout her life, Penny
exhibited intelligence, a
compassion for others, great
organizational skills, a flair
for creativity, and, like her
father, an aptitude for figuring out and fixing things.

DEDICATION: Penny spent many
years in local radio, in service to
community-based broadcasting
and leading to connecting with the
love of her life. Courtesy photo

enjoyed the change from
the coast to the mountains.
Penny often said she was
sold on Tahoe when she saw
deer on the runway as the

In 1977, Penny moved to
South Lake Tahoe with her
young daughter Kelley. They

Penny and Steve met while
working at KTHO AM radio
in the summer of 1982,
Penny as the capable business manager and Steve as
the dedicated news director.
They quickly bonded as
friends and in their commitment to community
service. Later, they collaborated for a second time
at the Lake Tahoe Gaming
Alliance. They eventually
each established their own
businesses, Penny as Teshara
Management Services and
Steve with Sustainable
Community Advocates.
Fortune played another
hand when they resolved

to get married, which they
did on Aug. 29, 1999, at
the former Christiania Inn
in South Lake Tahoe. Their
commitment to each other
was strong. They each sold
their individual homes and
together purchased a home
in Round Hill, Zephyr Cove.
They both remained involved
in community-based
broadcasting. In 2018, in
recognition of their many
years of service to the profession, they were inducted
together into the Nevada
Broadcasters Hall of Fame,
one of the few couples to
achieve that honor.
Penny and Steve shared a
total of 38 years as the best
of friends and nearly 21
years as partners in marriage. Penny passed two days
shy of her birthday and two
months before what would
have been their 21st wedding
anniversary.

Submit letters to editors@
moonshineink.com

In response to the opinion
piece, Preparing to Safely
Reopen

Tuma Is Off Base

30

Anyone wishing to make
contributions in Penny’s
memory can do so with
a donation to the Lake
Tahoe Community College
Foundation, helping to
support the educational
advancement of many
working hard to become
the leaders of today and the
future.
~ Steve Teshara
personal agenda before his
duty to this community is
unconscionable! He should
step down from these duties
if he cannot perform them
without rancor.
~ Toni Rudnick, Tahoe City,
via letter

READERS REFLECT

In his June 12 My Shot
article, Samir Tuma, president
of the NLTRA and chamber
boards, encouraged people to
come to North Lake Tahoe
and support activity providers. Mr. Tuma has been in
litigation with the Rudnick
family over a property dispute
unrelated to their Truckee
River Raft Company.
Twenty-four hours prior to his
article, Greg Gatto, Mr. Tuma’s
lawyer, provided comments to
the Placer County planning
commission on Mr. Tuma’s
behalf that rafting should not be
permitted. The Placer County
planning commission extended
the permits of both raft companies over his objections. Mr.
Tuma, through Gatto, applied
for appeal that afternoon.

In addition to Steve, Penny
is survived by her daughter
Kelley Hopper and husband
Rick Hopper of Reno.
Her interment is at Happy
Homestead Cemetery in
South Lake Tahoe near
the final resting place of
her mother Ruth. She is
remembered fondly by many
throughout the Tahoe region
for her smile, her caring and
unique contributions, and for
the love story of her partnership with Steve in service to
the community.

In response to June issue

Cover Housing Issues with
Respect to Environment
Any real local to Tahoe City
knows what a tremendous
asset to the local economy
rafting is. The two raft companies have been a part of the
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fabric of Tahoe City since the
early 1970s and bring untold
numbers of people to town to
recreate and employ nearly
100 people per year.

For Samir Tuma, the head
of the very organizations
vested with promoting commerce and tourism, supported
by tax dollars, to put his

I greatly enjoy your publication, but I was a little surprised
that in the latest edition there
is no mention at all, as far as I
could find, that local housing
See READERS

REFLECT p. 32
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OPINION

The Future of Homewood

MY SHOT
By Sean Michael
Wiley

A little history: Homewood
Mountain Resort sits on
private property and boasts
the largest parcel in the Lake
Tahoe Basin as a former mine.
The resort was once two ski
areas. They later merged
and changed hands over the
decades but the resort was
always privately owned and
family run — until real estate
equity firm JMA Ventures
LLC, the current owner,
was able to purchase the
resort with grand plans for
redevelopment.
It has become increasingly
apparent that Homewood is
in some trouble. It’s time for
the community to work with
local government and regional
housing foundations to offer
a solution to these stalled out
development plans. We need to
bring control of this treasure
back to the region.
The redevelopment plans
have been delayed, it appears,
indefinitely. It is an insult to
the community to allow this
gem, a truly unique property,
to fall any further into disrepair. Upon acquisition, grand
promises were made by JMA.
They made a commitment to
revitalize the resort without
major disruption of what many
consider a hub of the community. JMA promised to be
a member of our community
and, as such, to be an asset.
Almost every long-term local
employee has been let go over
disagreements or thrown their
hands up and quit. (To the one
who remains: Bless her heart.)
Management has brought in
many people from other areas;
some good, some bad. Many
do their best to be a part of the
community. The lower paying
jobs go to international J-1
students. JMA houses them in
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

the leaky remains of building
two at the Tahoe Inn. These
are student employees from
another country, paid $12 an
hour, and being charged $400
per month. They get a bunk
bed which is hopefully near the
heater and away from the leaks
in the roof. No cooking, no
laundry, one bedroom, and one
bathroom — for eight “kids.”
(It is up to county code for
employee dormitories.)
JMA’s acquisitions are being
neglected and are becoming
further dilapidated. They
purchased the Tahoe Inn as the
operational albeit dingy motor
lodge and it’s been allowed to
completely deteriorate. Posing
threats due to illegal transient
occupation, visual nuisance,
and likely environmental concern, as the roof on the main
structure has been collapsed
for multiple winters. Not until
after sitting empty for years
did they recently start to offer
what remains for their student
employees.

yard up to Cabin Creek in
Truckee. If we could use the
housing funds available, TOT,
and maintenance building
budget, then we could ensure
the revitalization promised
takes place. Placer County is
possibly the only party enabled
to move forward with major
revitalization projects within
the TRPA zone (see Dollar
Creek Crossing, Tahoe City
Lodge, etc.). Without massive
county support, none of these
would be moving forward. It
seems short-sighted to move
the county maintenance yard
out of the county.
I propose a study be funded.
Determine feasibility of the
maintenance yard, long-term
housing, and resort revitalization becoming a county
project, or consider the formation of an improvement district
for the project. Long-term
cost analysis should include
wear and tear, diesel, and
payroll savings from having the
maintenance yard in-county
versus out. The study should

JMA’S ACQUISITIONS ARE BEING
NEGLECTED AND ARE BECOMING
FURTHER DILAPIDATED.
The south lodge at Homewood
burned down and nothing was
rebuilt. The only guest building
on the mountain itself was
closed and turned into a maintenance building. The Sprung
instant structure formerly
known as the mid mountain
pavilion (temporary 2007)
was reworked, made pseudopermanent and renamed the
Big Blue View Bar. Instead
of serving hot food, bowls of
refrigerated chili are handed
to guests and they are then
pointed to a microwave. For
a family of five it takes a half
hour to heat chili. They did
purchase a lakefront restaurant
and marina, but they manage
that similarly. No kayak, SUP,
mountain bike, or other rentals
are available under their
leadership.
We have a desperate need for
regional long-term housing.
The county is in the process
of moving its maintenance

also include long-term projections of increased revenue both
from regional property value
increases and TOT resulting
from the project. Finally, they
should use the mountain housing council’s studies to see the
cost of the current commuter
employee system to our local
economy. This will help determine the additional income
from having Homewood be
a bustling community again.
Goals include: to ensure Placer
County remains the best place
to work, play, and live. To bring
life back to the struggling West
Shore. To reduce traffic.
~ Sean Michael Wiley was
born in 1988 at Tahoe Forest
Hospital. Now he keeps birds
and loves to ski Homewood and
Alpine. He currently runs a
boutique vacation rental business
in Tahoe City, but has likely
served you a smoothie, coffee,
or breakfast over the years at
various local businesses.

THE COBBLESTONE CENTER

OPEN-AIR MOVIES!

OUR POP-UP DRIVE-IN RUNS
THURSDAYS-SATURDAYS THROUGH AUGUST.

Ferris Bueller’s
Day Off
JULY 9-11

Raiders of
the Lost Ark

Footloose
JULY 23-25

JULY 16-18

THE THEATER IS OPEN

WE’VE TAKEN OUT 75% OF THE SEATING SO YOU’RE SAFE

The Empire Strikes Back
JULY 10-16

Beauty and the Beast
JULY 17-23

475 NORTH LAKE BLVD., TAHOE CITY, CA | 530-584-2431
Visit tahoearthauscinema.com for schedule, upcoming events & tickets.
MOONSHINEINK.COM
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Resiliency and
a Pivotal Moment in History

MY SHOT
By Gary Gilberg

“You may not control all the
events that happen to you,
but you can decide not to be
reduced by them.” ~ Maya
Angelou
George Floyd’s death has
brought racial prejudice and
police misconduct into our
living rooms in the same way
the Vietnam War exposed the
brutality of warfare via the
evening news. (The Vietnam
War was the first U.S. conflict
shown nightly on TV.) A
single eight-minute cell phone
video has released a tsunami
of emotions and distress in
America. How are we as a
country and as individuals
going to learn from this
tragedy?
Resilience is the ability to
remain calm, strong, and
centered in the midst of
adversity. It does not mean
a person doesn’t experience
distress; quite the opposite.
Holocaust survivor Viktor
Frankl accepted the inhumanity of the Nazi concentration
camps and identified his
purpose. He was determined
to outlive the war and teach
students about his psychology
of survival — logotherapy: the

READERS REFLECT from p. 30

freedom to find meaning in
life despite suffering.

in the mud for big powerful
America,” Ali once said.

“Between stimulus and
response there is a space, and
in that space is our power to
choose our response. In our
response lies our growth and
our freedom,” Frankl wrote
in 1946 in Man’s Search for
Meaning.

To support his family Ali was
forced to speak for a $500
appearance fee at Cheney State
College in Pennsylvania while
fighting in court to avoid five
years in prison. He was ridiculed as an unpatriotic disgrace
to his race and his profession.
It was a humbling four years
for the “greatest boxer of all
time,” but he developed into
an independent thinker and
became a champion in the
antiwar and civil rights movements. Exiled from boxing, Ali
outgrew the boxing ring and
sports pages because he had a
higher purpose.

Resilience is based on a
realistic assessment of the
situation and requires positive self-worth. Psychologists
classify this as different
from high self-esteem, which
is a self-assessment of our
qualities but is not necessarily accurate or linked to
ethical behavior. (Hitler had
high self-esteem.) Self-worth
recognizes we are intrinsically valuable human beings,
despite our flaws, and is
based on our core values,
those principles that give our
life meaning and purpose.
Purpose is not a job or
career. Purpose is a calling
greater than ourselves.
Having a strong sense of
purpose provides grit when
the going gets tough.
When Muhammad Ali had his
World Heavyweight boxing
title, passport, and ability to
earn a living taken away for
being a conscientious objector to the war in Vietnam, he
sacrificed his career for his
principles.
“My conscience won’t let
me go shoot my brother …
or some poor hungry people

Are you ready to get off the
Corona Coaster?
CONTACT ME – I can help
I offer executive and life coaching on a donation basis,
$1 minimum, during the covid-19 pandemic.
Sign up for my free twice-monthly newsletter with
science-backed strategies to enrich your life at garygilberg.com
(See the My Shot article on this page.)

isn’t just about socioeconomic
justice (my words) but also
environmental justice in that
the survival of Lake Tahoe
is at stake. As you know,
thousands of people commute
into the Basin to work every
day, and this is thousands of
pounds of carbon, pollution
(noise to nitrous oxides), so
“affordable” housing is critical
to the survival of Lake Tahoe.
Critical. You didn’t make
this very essential link. “Hey
Richies! Enjoy Your $150
meal? Your waitress lives in
her car! Give her an affordable place to live (say, your
empty house?) AND save the
lake!”
~ Virginia Moran, Grass
Valley, via letter

“The service you do for others is
the rent you pay for your room
here on Earth,” Ali said.
It is estimated that Ali helped
feed over 22 million people
affected by hunger across the
world. When he died in 2016,
he was respected throughout
the world as an ambassador of
peace and goodwill.

VISIONARY: Reader bemoans
departure of Jeff Loux. Screenshot

“Hating people because of their
color is wrong. And it doesn’t
matter which color does the
hating.” ~ Muhammad Ali

In response to Town
Manager Heading
Out After Surprising
Announcement

We Want Jeff Loux Back

Stay safe, kind, and resilient.
~ Gary Gilberg is an ICF
certified executive coach, writer,
and mental health advocate.
A 40-year Truckee resident, he
volunteers at For Goodness Sake
and the Sierra Community House
where he helps serve the hungry
and speaks to young men in the
local schools about healthy male
attitudes and behaviors.

Leaders of KidZone Museum
learned this month about
the El Paso Community
Foundation, which is leading
the development of its new
innovative children’s museum
and science center. The El
Paso Quality of Life bond is
bringing in millions of dollars
to support libraries, museums,
senior programs, trails, and a

Have a thought?
We want to know what you think
of our coverage of local news,
mountain life, arts and culture.
We want to hear about the topics
you care about in the community.
Send letters to the editor to
editors@moonshineink.com to see
your name and thoughts in print!

ICF certified executive and life coach

(530) 386-1203
2coachgary@gmail.com
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whole lot more. It is inspiring
that a city of that size passed
a bond that recognizes the
quality of life for its citizens
as the most important area of
their public work. El Paso sees
that housing, mental health,
community enrichment, trails,
recreation, and economics all
play into our quality of life.
We said to ourselves: “We
can’t wait to tell Jeff Loux
about this great idea. He is all
about the quality of life for the
residents of Truckee.” Then
we were deflated when we
read the article in Moonshine
Ink regarding his very sudden
departure as town manager.
In the past 15-plus years, I
have witnessed visionary transformations in my children’s
schools, at the Truckee Tahoe
Airport, and with the Truckee
Donner Recreation and Park
District. These public entities
have visionary leaders (and
visionary boards) that dare
to change the status quo. Dr.
Robert Leri, superintendent
chief learning officer, has positively transformed our school
district. Steve Randall keeps
providing more and more
recreation opportunities for
us to enjoy through Truckee
Donner parks and recreation.
Kevin Smith, general manager
at the Truckee Tahoe Airport,
uses his influence to bring
public agencies together to
support the airport, pilots, and
community projects.
Jeff Loux is one of those
visionary leaders. Under his
short three-year term, he
created a new department to
work on affordable housing; he
has created strong advocacy
with Nevada County and the
town to support our library;
and he has participated in joint
projects with other municipalities to share resources. The list
goes on. Our leadership team
at the museum is devastated to
learn of his sudden departure.
We can’t lose our visionary
leaders who aim to make
the quality of life for “we the
people” a priority. What can we
do to keep him working for us
and including more visionary
thinking within the ranks of
our town planners? Please,
town council, don’t let this
opportunity pass. Bring back
Jeff Loux.
~ Carol Meagher, Truckee,
via letter

TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER

SUMMER IS THE IDEAL TIME…
FOR WISDOM TOOTH REMOVAL
Call today to schedule
an appointment.

Visit our website for our updated response to Covid-19
TahoeOralSurgery.com | 530-587-5440
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CLEAN

DRAIN

DRY

Tahoe welcomes boaters to watercraft inspection stations with COVID-19 precautions in place.
Face coverings are required during inspections for aquatic invasive species. Please have patience
and expect delays during your visit to Lake Tahoe. For the latest
information on inspection locations and appointments, visit:
invasive species
program

TahoeBoatInspections.com • 888-824-6267
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.
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Community
Corkboard

Open every day 11am - 5pm

We’re here for you, ready to listen
and navigate this together.

cookinggallerytahoe@gmail.com
530.587.8303 | Facebook | Instagram

Michael R Murphy, CFP® | Financial Advisor
530-587-2672 | edwardjones.com

Member SIPC | MKT-589K-A

Cooking Gallery
is open for
curbside pick-up
and delivery

Make no mistake: Masks save lives.

Russ Grossman

Horsemanship Coach

33,000 deaths could be
avoided by October 1
if 95% of people
wore masks in public.

Natural Horsemanship Coaching
Deepen the connection with your horse
Make riding out a joy
Private Lessons | Group Workshops | Weekend Clinics

530-305-1977 | coolhillsrider@gmail.com

OPEN ONLINE
Visit ateliertruckee.com for all your
art supplies and yarn staples.
ateliertruckee.com | IG: @ateliertruckee
10128 Donner Pass Road | 530-386-2700

WEARS A MASK

FOR YOU

See pg. 6 for more.

Over 40 Years of Facilitating Fun!
TAHOE CITY
Open Daily • 9am–7pm
for all your summer essentials
DOWNTOWN TRUCKEE
Open Weekends • 11am–5pm
for kids’ seasonal rental returns

TahoeDaves.com

Photo By Steve Ellsworth
20
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OPEN ONLINE

We’re so grateful to be surrounded
by a community full of love.
Thank you for your ongoing support!
10130 Donner Pass Rd. | IG: @bespoketruckee

The Art Haus has a new pop-up drive-in cinema
in the Cobblestone parking lot thanks to our sponsor,
Homemood Mountain Resort! We are excited to bring
the moviegoing experience to the outdoors.
Thursdays - Saturdays, 9 p.m. through August
Advance tickets only at

tahoearthauscinema.com.

alpenflow
yoga studio tahoe
Committed to a safe practice
Serving the Best Omelettes on the Planet
Mon - Fri | 8am - 1pm
Sat - Sun | 8am - 2pm
Offering Extensive Outdoor Dining and To-Go!
SqueezeIn.com | 530-587-9814

Community
Corkboard

Over 2,000 square feet of studio space
Minimum of 6 feet between students
Multiple hand sanitizing stations
Continual studio exhaust system
Schedule to allow cleaning and venting in between classes.

If the wind
will not serve,
take to
the oars.
~ Proverb

Also live streaming of all classes.
All are welcome. Come as you are.

(530) 268-5755 | alpenflowyoga.com

POUR HOUSE
IS OPEN
takeout only

Thank you for continuing to shop small.
We appreciate any and all business.
As always, mention LOCAL to receive 10% off!
Sun - Thurs 10:30 - 5:30 | Fri - Sat 10 - 6
10056 Donner Pass Rd. | Truckee

12 TO 6 | MONDAY - SATURDAY
530-550-9664
wine · cheese · snacks
milk · bacon · eggs · bread
10075 Jibboom St. | Downtown Truckee

Truckee Certified
Farmers Market

Every Tuesday 8am - 1pm
May 19 - Oct 20
Truckee River Regional Park
While visiting the farmers market, please wear
a face mask and respect a 6ft distance between
vendors and other customers. Thank you!
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

MOONSHINEINK.COM
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HOME FRONT

T

he number of pending sales of single-family homes is greater than the number of active listings in all
regions, with the exception of lakefronts. This signifies low supply and high demand. In the Tahoe
Sierra MLS, there were 151 single-family homes sold in June versus 82 in the same month last year, an
increase of 84%. Active listings in this region are down 56% and pending sales are up 150% year-overyear. Well-priced homes are seeing a flurry of activity as soon as they come on the market and are quick
to go into contract. In Truckee alone, June sales volume increased by 136% compared to last year. Active
listings there are down 59% and pending sales are up 133% year-over-year. Demand for the Tahoe area
is high as many are seeking an escape from surrounding urban areas.
~Bill Dietz, principal broker of Tahoe Luxury Properties

UNITS SOLD

Single-family homes for sale as of July 1

104

Truckee*

47

North and
West Shores**
Incline Village/
Crystal Bay

3

Tahoe
Lakefronts
0

25

HOMES FOR SALE

Single-family homes sold
June 2020

40

MEDIAN PRICE

60

80

100

Single-family homes for sale as of July 1

69

$

Tahoe
Lakefronts
=
$6.3M

1000000

0

719K

Truckee*

780K

$

166

109
Including 2 Tahoe Lakefronts

REGIONAL MEDIAN HOME PRICE = $750K

3.350M

1.7M

$

$

76

Including 7 Tahoe Lakefronts

2000000

500000

105

120

Single-family homes sold
June 2020

1500000

TLUXP.COM

HOMES PENDING
OR CONTINGENT

82
20

Brought to you by

Truckee*

North & West Shores**

Incline Village/Crystal Bay

*Includes Northstar **Includes Squaw Valley and Alpine Meadows
~ Data taken from the Tahoe Sierra MLS and Incline Village MLS.

North and Incline Village/
West Shores** Crystal Bay

Bring Stella

home.

Fresh Baked Breads
Soups & Salads
Hummus & Falafel
Desserts & More

COVID-19
COMPLIANT

Order online.
Pick up at Stella on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday 3pm -5pm
Stella Restaurant is now open
Thursday - Sunday 5PM to 9PM
36
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In for the Long Haul
While some STRs go long-term,
city folks head for the hills
REAL RENTALS | Tim Hauserman

When short-term rentals in the
region were shut down in mid-March
due to the COVID-19 pandemic,
those around the area looking for
housing were left wondering: Did
homeowners switch from renting
their homes short term to making
them available for long-term rental?
The answer, as reported in the June
issue of Moonshine Ink, is that while
some homeowners did, most did not.
However, the pandemic brought with it
a whole different, perhaps unforeseen,
counter trend: Since employees of the
Bay Area’s tech companies can now
work remotely for the foreseeable
future, some have decided that now
is the time to rent or buy a house and
move to the Tahoe/Truckee region.

Local rentals
Harry Chapman has been vacation
renting his cabin on Tahoe’s West
Shore for 15 years. After the STR
rental restrictions went into effect,
he rented his home for a month to a
person whose ski lease had expired but
the renter wanted to stay in Tahoe.
“We like having someone up there
when we are not there, so we don’t
have to worry about the house,”
Chapman said. He plans to use the
house himself for three weeks in
August, but otherwise, as soon as
the restrictions were lifted June 12,
it quickly booked up with short-term
renters through September.
Jim Plumbridge of Wells and Bennett
Realtors in Tahoe City said after
STRs were curtailed, “I had 10 to 15
homes going to three- to four-month
leases, but none are going to long-term
rental.” He also received a substantial
number of inquiries for month-long
rentals like Chapman’s situation,
allowed under the restrictions. Some
folks who were in ski leases at the time
of the stay-at-home order extended
their stays past the end of the lease.
Now that short-stay rentals have
opened, “We are going crazy; 20
reservations a day,” Plumbridge said.
“Just like a normal summer.”
A few weeks into the shutdown,
Kai Frolich, co-founder and chief
impact officer of Landing Locals, an
organization focusing on connecting
homeowners and locals with long-term
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

housing, began getting a
lot of calls from homeowners looking for an
alternative to short-term
rentals.
“Some of the homeowners we were hearing
from were primarily
focused on short-term
rentals, but since they
BOOMING: With more people finding they can easily work remotely in the wake of the coronavirus, the local real
were not sure how long
estate market is hot these days. Photo by Wade Snider/Moonshine Ink
the lockdown would last,
they needed to find a
spending time here and are so grateful
groups. The foundation is just finishway to make some money, get a sure
to be in this place.”
ing its first three-year initiative to
bet,” Frolich said.
produce more achievable housing in
In addition to those who are buying
the region. Over those three years,
Landing Locals ended up renting one
right now, there has also been a recent
more than $52 million has been spent
three-month rental, two six-month
influx of people from out of the area
on achievable housing, with over 400
rentals, and about a dozen long-term
who have rented homes for six to 12
units completed or under construction.
leases.
months. They are using the time to
Additionally, 250-plus more units are
decide whether they want to live here,
on the horizon, meaning that either
“All of these rentals were not in the
and perhaps sell their current home
plans have been submitted or a parpipeline before the virus,” said Frolich.
before competing in the hot Tahoe/
ticular project is in the pre-submittal
She was encouraged also that some
Truckee real estate market. A number
stage.
homeowners expressed a desire to use
of people interviewed agreed on one
their houses themselves during the
thing: Since many of these potential
“This is the first collaboration of a
summer but were considering renting
transplants are now working remotely,
regional scale that we have pulled
them out long term in the fall.
an issue that could be a deal-breaker
together,” said Caldwell. “We have
for those considering relocating to
public agencies at the table that have
Sales boom
these parts is the spotty internet and
built this new muscle and work beautiThere’s no denying a shift. “Our
cell phone service often found in the
fully together.”
community is changing faster than
Tahoe/Truckee region.
I’ve ever seen in the past month,”
She is optimistic that this collaborasaid Seana Doherty, Truckee’s houstion will continue at least for the next
Long-term leasing outlook
ing director. “Once tech companies
three years, with a Mountain Housing
While an expanding sales and rental
decided to work full time remotely,
Council meeting on July 17 during
market may be discouraging to
coming up here looks really appealing.
which that process will begin. With
those seeking long-term workforce
It’s cheap compared to the Bay Area,
the events of the last few months
housing, Tahoe Truckee Community
and they can go mountain biking at
illustrating that the world can move in
Foundation CEO Stacy Caldwell does
lunch.”
mysterious ways very quickly, Caldwell
see signs of optimism. The Mountain
said that the next initiative for the
Housing Council (a branch of TTCF)
Dixon Realty agent Megan Evans saw
housing council “might be different,
is a partnership which includes 29
the market shift around Memorial
nimble, and responsive.”
local public agencies and private
Day.
“It’s been really long days ever since,
with no signs of it slowing down,” she
said. “I’ve been in the business for 17
years and never experienced anything
like this. Every deal now has multiple
offers. We are seeing houses in Tahoe
Donner with 15 offers on them.”
Who are the buyers? Folks who are
working out of their homes remotely
who want to live in the mountains.
“They are saying, ‘This is an opportunity to cash in on a dream I always
wanted,’” Evans said. “They have a
really high level of appreciation for
MOONSHINEINK.COM
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HOME FRONT
BY BECCA LOUX | Moonshine Ink

DITCH THE DROUGHT
California only recently got out of the worst period of drought since the U.S. drought monitor began recording it in 2000. According to the National
Integrated Drought Information System, “the longest duration of drought (D1-D4) in California lasted 376 weeks beginning on Dec. 27, 2011 and ending on
March 5, 2019.” Nevada’s official drought period started at the same time and ended in 2017. But the Tahoe/Truckee region isn’t out of the woods, especially
as fire season ramps up. It’s important to be conscious of drought tolerance when searching for a home; here are a few possibilities situated so less water is
wasted and we can avoid entering another drought.

One with the Queen of Lakes

Evergreen Energy

What better way
to ensure a lush
yet droughttolerant landscape
than situating
yourself directly
next to the Jewel
of the Sierra?
With a rooftop
deck equipped
with a hot tub and
an ample sunning
room, this home’s
unique architecture and many
windows allow the Photo courtesy Corcoran Global Living
sun to befriend its inhabitants every day. Plus, you’re right amid the natural
forest floor, so the drought resistance is built into the environment.

Give me a hilltop
view, but surround
me with tall trees,
please. Situated in
a dense patch of
woods, this cabinstyle home blends
in with the pine
forest surrounding
it. Plus, the earth
is populated with
plants native to the
Tahoe region and
the slope leading
down to the lake
makes for easy
irrigation systems
that utilize gravity.

Info: $2,879,000, 5 bed, 6 bath, 5,525 square feet, 490 Teresa Court, Crystal
Bay, Corcoran Global Living

Info: $925,000, 3 bed, 2 bath, 1,718 square feet, 949 Dana Court #17, Incline
Village, RE/MAX Realty Affiliates-Reno

Photo courtesy RE/MAX Realty Affiliates-Reno

A River Runs By It

Photo courtesy Dickson Realty

This one-of-a-kind riverfront artistic industrial masterpiece on East River
Street was designed by David Baker Architects (just a hop, skip, and jump
down the road from Moonshine world headquarters). River proximity is
another natural way to ensure you can grow things without wasting too much
water. This unique wooden home both stands out among its more traditional
peers and blends in with the wooded backdrop of the evergreen forest. The
river provides an excellent opportunity to add to native foliage and meadow
flowers that already grow there.
Info: $1,650,000, 4 bed, 4 bath, 2,666 square feet, 10753 E. River St., Truckee,
Dickson Realty
38
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Going Au Naturel
Cleaning without chemicals is easier
than you think
Unless you’re one yourself, or have been married to a
farmer, landscaper, or other dirt worker, you have no idea
the amount of dirt that can come off one body during a
single shower. My husband was
born into a farming family and
SPACE IT UP
By Juliana Demarest
continued to farm until we left
the Garden State to head for
the Tahoe hills. He now works in landscaping and excavation, and the amount of filth that can coat our shower can be
daunting if I don’t keep up with it.

removing caked-on
grease and buildup
in the oven and
the barbecue. Do
not use pumice on
marble, laminate, plastic, or
fiberglass.

Baking soda: Remember when you used to go to Grandma’s
house when you were a kid and she’d have that yellow box
of baking soda in the back corner of the fridge? Turns out,
Grams was on to something. Baking soda is known for its
deodorization properties, but its uses extend beyond smelly
stuff. Make a paste with baking soda and a bit of water.
Scrub your way around the kitchen as it’s said to effectively
clean your oven, microwave, and tile. Shine tarnished silver
or scrub stubborn stains from coffee mugs, tile, toilets,
sinks, and showers. It’s also a great way to remove pet stains
(and odors) from carpet.

Toothpaste: You
use it to clean and
polish your teeth,
so why wouldn’t it
work just as well
as a household
polish? Well, it
indeed does, but
it’s best to use a
traditional paste
rather than the
more gel-like type.
Use it to polish
chrome plumbing
fixtures and even
50/50: Combine a 1:1 mixture of liquid dish soap and distilled white vinegar in a spray bottle
and mist onto the walls and basin of your shower. Let it sit for about 10 minutes; scrub away
your old jewelry
with the scouring side of a sponge and watch caked-on soap residue and grime wash down
that doesn’t
the drain. Photo by Juliana Demarest/Moonshine Ink
sparkle like it used
to. A slightly more
abrasive variety
containing baking soda is great for scrubbing stains in coffee
mugs and on tile. While it won’t kill germs, you can use it in
FR AMER S
GALLERY
the toilet bowl to scrub away hard water rings.

Lemon juice: Mold and mildew be gone, with a 50/50 mix
of lemon juice and water. Spray on shower curtains, tile, and
porcelain sinks and bathtubs, letting the acidic properties of
the lemon kill mold and cut through nasty mildew buildup.
This combo can get hard water film off of plumbing fixtures,
and also deodorizes both your hands and your cutting
board after chopping onions or garlic. Have you ever stored
marinara in a reusable plastic container, only to find greasy
red stains left behind? Mix a tablespoon of baking soda with
a few drops of fresh lemon juice and scrub away. Lemon
peels and essential oils are effective insect repellents and are
great for keeping ants and moths out of the pantry.

Vinegar: It’s no secret that vinegar is the wonder all for
streak-free, sparkling windowpanes, but really the possibilities are endless. Decalcify your coffee maker, showerhead,
or iron. Ideal for berry-stained hands, underarm stains, or
red wine on your white shirt. Soak new fabrics for a few
minutes in white distilled vinegar to prevent colors from running in the wash. Pour it down the kitchen sink and let it sit
to eliminate odors. Treat pet-soiled carpet with a solution of
equal parts water and vinegar. Let it sit for 10 minutes; blot
excess moisture. Sprinkle with baking soda, vacuum when
dry. Throw a cup into the dishwasher for sparkling glasses or
use it to polish bronze, pewter, and copper pieces.

After trying practically every commercial cleaner in creation,
I came across a list of cleaning tricks and found my miracle
cleaning combo: a 50/50 mix of vinegar and liquid dish
detergent in a spray bottle. I never thought old-schoolhome-cleaning remedies could compare to products
chemically engineered to break down dirt and destroy germs
and bacteria. I could not have been more uninformed! Basic
pantry staples are super-cleaners in disguise. The best part:
No inhaling unhealthy chemicals.

BACKSTREET
&

Olive oil: Use a bit of olive oil to
refresh old leather furniture, gloves,
or even your old baseball mitt. Pour a
few drops onto a cloth and gently rub it
in. It can also bring back the sheen of
stainless-steel appliances if you simply
apply a small amount to a soft cloth and
gently rub it on in a circular motion. A
light coat will also help preserve wooden
cutting boards from drying out and
cracking.

10099 Jibboom Street

IN HISTORIC DOWNTOWN TRUCKEE

Limited Operations:
11am - 4pm | Tuesday – Saturday
Appointments only, masks required.

Pumice stone: A super-scrubber if there
ever was once, pumice is ideal for ridding porcelain sinks, tile, even the toilet
bowl of calcium, lime, and rust stains.
Its mild abrasiveness is also ideal for
READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

530-587-1409
backstreetframers.com
MOONSHINEINK.COM
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MOUNTAIN LIFE

Raise. Rehabilitate. Release.
Caring for the wild creatures among us
BY EVE QUESNEL | Moonshine Ink

As I approach the South Shore
wildlife center, I am met by
a tall electric barbed wire
fence and two gates heavy
with chunky steel locks. I am
wondering if I have found the
right place.

From the other side of the
fence, Susan Strating, a
longtime board member of
Lake Tahoe Wildlife Care, sees
my hesitation and calls out,
“I know this fencing can be
intimidating but it’s to prevent
any of the animals from leaving
— or from entering for that
fact. Bears, you know. Let me
unlock the gate and let you in.”
Once I enter, Susan begins by
sharing with me the center’s
mission. “Our goal here is to
rehabilitate and release,” she
explains. “We give the animals
and birds the medical care they
need and raise them to the
point where they can live in the
wild on their own.”
Before she can tell me anything more, the hustle and
bustle of running such a place
as this begins, as a woman
approaches us with an injured
animal.

12:00: High noon.
The woman carries a large
cardboard box. Inside the
box, a tiny chipmunk, no
bigger than the palm of
one’s hand, curls itself into
a little ball. “Poor little
thing,” the woman says.
“He’s shaking. Can you help
him?” The little ’munk is
swiftly whisked away.
12:15: Animal Care
Director Denise Upton introduces herself and leads me to
a scale outside her office. “It’s
time to weigh our baby porcupine, only 3 to 4 weeks old.
He came in malnourished, so

we give him milk three times a day,
apples, squash and corn — whatever’s around. He’s very demanding
now. How do we know it’s a male?
Even as they have internal sex
organs, the vet can figure it out. You
can see that baby porcupines are
born with soft black quills.”

12:25: Next, I am led just 20

NATURE’S
CORNER

12:55: Next stop is a building
that currently houses two bear cubs,
three coyote pups, and three bobcat
kits. Unfortunately, I am not privy
to see any of them. “The less human
interaction the better,” director
Denise explains. We want to keep
human contact to a minimum. We
don’t want humans to become their
imprint.” What I am able to see
is a live webcam of the two cubs
playing on a tire swing. I am also
able to hear a pitiful yip from one
of the coyote pups. Denise clarifies
the mournful cry: “The pups are
missing each other. One pup we’ve

feet away to Emerson, aka Em,
a bald eagle with one wing found
injured at Emerald Bay. Standing
regally upon a large perch, he keeps
his eyes focused on me, the new
observer. “He is one of our few
educational
birds that
remains
here,” a
handler
explains.
“Because he
can’t fly, we
can’t reintroduce him
back into
the wild. He
can walk
and hop
onto short
stumps,
but that’s
about it. We
WILD, WILD, LIFE: Lake Tahoe Wildlife Care takes in stray and injured wildlife
keep him
critters — from skunks, chipmunks, and bears to raccoons, porcupines, and
bobcats — with the goal of caring for and rehabbing them until they can be
at a good
released back into the wild. Photos courtesy Lake Tahoe Wildlife Care
weight,
not over
8 pounds. More weight than that
had for 10 days, the other two came
makes it hard for an eagle to
in yesterday, but we can’t put them
balance on a perch, plus they can
together until we get their fecal
develop foot problems.”
tests back and they prove healthy.

12:40: Sally Sjolin, another long-

term board member and volunteer
at the center, walks toward us, one
hand closed into a fist. When she
uncurls her hand, two baby chickadees, hairless and featherless with
yellow bulbous slits for eyes, lay
motionless. “They must have fallen
out of the nest right after they were
born.” She talks about returning
them to their nest, having been told
its location.

At that point, we’ll vaccinate. As for
the bobcat kittens, they’ll soon be
moved to a new sturdy building built
by volunteers.”
When it comes to bears, “We put
them back into the wild when
they’re at least 100 pounds. The
two cubs that are here were only 14
pounds when we got them, so they’ll
be here awhile,” Denise further
explains. “Sadly, we had to euthanize the mom, but we did so in the
field, which is the best scenario. She

HOW BEST TO LIVE WITH WILDLIFE: Raccoons, bears, coyotes, birds — all wildlife — observe them, educate yourself about them, but don’t
interact with them, Denise advises. Don’t feed them or leave garbage or compost piles exposed. Don’t make them your pets. They are wild,
and wild creatures survive better without human intervention. Lake Tahoe Wildlife Care cares for injured and abandoned animals and birds, and
ultimately releases them. It doesn’t keep wildlife just to keep them. Their range of service includes: Lake Tahoe, Truckee, Donner Summit, Sierra
Valley on Highway 89, toward Roseville on Interstate 80, and toward Topaz Lake on Highway 395
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MOUNTAIN LIFE
at Alpine Animal Hospital.
And of course,
there’s always our
day-to-day operating expenses.
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was very thin, barely able
to walk; she was in misery.
Other animals, such as the
coyote pups, we’ll release
them once they can fend
for themselves. That’s the
rule: Only until an animal or
bird is strong and capable of
obtaining food on its own,
will we take them back into
the wild. We also look ahead
and consider questions
like, ‘Come winter, will this
migratory bird be able to fly
back to Mexico?’”

1:10: The second building

I enter houses two juvenile
8-week-old great horned
owls. One owl stands atop
a box nailed close to the
ceiling, the other glares
from inside the box. “They
come from different areas,”
Denise explains. “One of
our guidelines is to ‘pair
up,’ except the ones that
are usually solitary, such
as the porcupine or skunk.
Grouping is key, packs are
vital, even if, say, we have
three coyote pups from different families. They will still
bond and innately determine
who is the alpha and where
everyone fits in the pecking
order. If we have just one
coyote or one bear or one
owl or one of anything, we
reach out to other facilities
to find a buddy. Those facilities do the same with us.”

1:20: Sally walks up to

Denise, Susan, and me to

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

tell us the good news. “I
found the chickadee nest
over at the community
college, in a rock wall. With
a tongue depressor, I slipped
them into the nest. I also
added a few rocks in front
of the nest so the chicks
wouldn’t fall out again. But,
honestly, it’s not a very safe
place so low to the ground.”

1:25: As I head to my car,
one of the red-tailed hawk
handlers approaches: “We’re
leaving now to release the
red-tailed hawk. He’s strong
and ready.” Susan turns
to me, wants to be sure I
understand the meaning of
this momentous occasion:
“This is what it’s all about.
Did I tell you, too, that we
just released three bear
cubs?”

Happy stories.
Sad stories.
“Currently, we have four
bobcat kittens, three coyote
pups, two bear cubs, one
spotted skunk, one striped
skunk, three short-tailed
weasels, two owls, one
harrier hawk, one red-tailed
hawk, and numerous gray
squirrels, Douglas squirrels,
and chipmunks,” Denise
says. “Our permanent ‘educational’ residents, unable
to live in the wild on their
own, include Em the Eagle,
two kestrels, two owls, and
a crow.”
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She goes on to explain that
with COVID, the work has
been overwhelming for the
center’s two full-time and
two part-time employees.
“We get up to 40 phone calls
a day and many walk-ins,”
she says. “Without our
volunteers, all 60-plus of
them, eight to 10 working a
day, we’ve gotten little sleep.
But I still love this job. I’ve
worked here over 20 years
and [have] been full-time
for four, and every day I
learn something new.”
While Denise briefly steps
away, Susan fills me in
on LTWC’s founding and
funding. “It started in 1978
by Tom and Cheryl Millham
with a small facility; now
we have this big beautiful
one,” she says. “The new
facility opened in October
2019 on 26 acres with 5
fenced acres. We are the
most excited about the
raptor flight cage, funded
by The Bentley Foundation,
opening next week! The
raptors will finally be able
to fly on their own in two
very large areas. We have
also obtained funding for an
educational amphitheater
by Tahoe Blue Vodka. Other
donors include Boa Vista
Orchards of Apple Hill,
Bread and Broth, Raley’s,
and Holiday Market.”
Denise returns and chimes
in, “To be funded, we have

plans
for a main
building, instead of our tiny
office. Also, it would be
a dream to have our own
medical equipment like
an X-ray machine instead
of constantly having to
transport our animals to Dr.
Kevin Willits and his team

“We are a nonprofit
with no government
sources of funding,
but we’re lucky to
have had some generous private donors
and to receive grants,”
Susan shares. “Still, as
you can see, there’s a
lot going on here!”
A lot, indeed! Within
my brief hour and a half
visit I saw a wide variety
of animals and birds being
rehabilitated, two people
approach the center for
help, and volunteers coming and going. Lake Tahoe
Wildlife Care is truly a
valuable resource for Tahoe
and its outlying regions to
have such. After all, living
in the wild is how wildlife
should live.

SUMMER PET FITNESS
IS HOT RIGHT NOW
Ask about exercises and
techniques to prevent injury
before it happens!

Tahoe Integrative Veterinary Care
12068 Donner Pass Rd, Truckee

530-582-1133

Ta h o e H o l i s t i c V e t . c o m
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Hitting
the
Limit

Regulation changes could leave some of
the Truckee’s wild trout high and dry
BY SAGE SAUERBREY | Moonshine Ink

As wild and natural as our
western streams and rivers
may seem when wading
their banks, it can be easy to
forget they are fundamentally
affected by mankind. Even
the wild trout in the Truckee
River are tethered to the
fishing regulations that shape
their ecosystem — a set of
regulations that the California
Fish and Game Commission
is in the final stages of simplifying across the state after an
almost two-year process. For
the Truckee, this could mean
heightened protection on a
few coveted stretches, but
at the expense of a sensitive
and often overlooked stretch
of river from Tahoe City to
Truckee.

a zero-kill regulation, as
well as being opened for
fishing (artificial flies with
barbless hooks only) all
year. As soon as you step
foot upstream from Trout
Creek however, it’s a very
different story.

The new regulations came
with a few local wins for
conservation-minded
anglers — there’s a twofish bag limit for Prosser
Creek downstream from
Prosser Reservoir and
the Little Truckee below
Stampede Reservoir, and
rules affecting the Truckee
River between Trout Creek
and the mouth of Prosser
Creek are proposed to be
eliminated and replaced by
42

SKINNY WATER: The trout at Fanny Bridge are famous for their size but especially susceptible to low water. In the drought year of
2015, over 30 rainbow and brown trout were relocated to Lake Tahoe when conditions threatened their survival. For more info: the photo
is from the situation that spawned this story: Moonshineink.com/tahoe-news/saving-fish-in-a-barrel. Photo courtesy Mike Wier
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The next 20 or so miles of
river — from Trout Creek to
1,000 feet below the Fanny
Bridge dam — has had a fivefish bag limit for decades, but
only from the last Saturday
in April until Nov. 15. Under
the newly proposed regula-

tions, fishermen could harvest
five fish a day and have 10 in
their possession throughout
the entire year. For a highly
visible section of a world-class
wild trout stream, some
anglers say this could be very
detrimental to the fishery.
“In general, that [five-fish
limit] reg is outdated,”
said Michael Wier, a
videographer for CalTrout,
conservationist, and
longtime fisherman on the
Truckee. “My personal
feeling is that no wild trout
waters in California can
sustain five-fish limits and
still provide a quality angling
experience throughout the
year.”

UNHEALTHY HARVEST: This stretch of river along West River Street
in Truckee would be subject to new changes to fishing regulations that
would allow fishermen to harvest five fish a day and have 10 in their
possession throughout the entire year instead of the current period of the
last Saturday in April until Nov. 15. Photo by Wade Snider/Moonshineink

MOONSHINEINK.COM

Not only does limited stocking occur on that section
of river, heightening the
pressure on its wild trout
populations, but it is also
an important part of the
river’s spawning run, Wier
said. This means the loss of
broodstock fish harvested
there echoes up and down
the river, even to the more
protected sections like below
Trout Creek and the famous
fish at Fanny Bridge.

“I’ve walked that stretch
(between River Ranch and
Tahoe City) and seen eight
big and beautiful wild trout
in there, and then come
back the next day on the
opener and by noon five of
those fish have been killed
by people with bait,” Wier
said. “If left in the water
those same fish could have
offered dozens of awesome angling experiences
for conservation-minded
anglers.”
Caltrout added a recommendation for added protection
of this stretch to their final
letter to the Fish and Game
Commission. It asks for catch
and release protections for
the entire Truckee River, with
only barbless hooks and artificial lures allowed between
Tahoe City and Trout Creek.
The benefit of this angling
experience not just to the
ecosystem of the fish, but
also to the region’s economy
is becoming more and more
apparent over the years.
Angling visitation puts
visitors in hotel beds and area
shops, and employs a number
of people locally as fishing

TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER
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guides. Truckee will even see the opening of its first fly fishing shop in almost
a decade this summer, Trout Creek
Outfitters, downtown (see Business
Briefs, p. 21).

“People do seek these catch-andrelease trophy trout fisheries across
the state and that’s something that is
limited in California,” said Sam Sedillo,
California public lands organizer at
Trout Unlimited. “Fishing is a huge
driving force economically.”
Trout Unlimited and other local
partners have also done some extensive
habitat restoration projects in the area,
specifically around River Ranch Lodge
and on Squaw Creek. A landowner
on the stretch and co-owner of Lost
Coast Outfitters in San Francisco, Eric
Adema, worries that the year-round
five-fish limit would counteract that
habitat work and further degrade the
fishing on the stretch which already
sees a lot of pressure.
According to Adema, the upper
section of the river was looked over in
early discussions about the regulation
changes in favor of focusing on the
more well-known wild trout stretches
downstream. The Truckee to Tahoe
City run has had a long historical use

as a catch-and-keep fishery, while the
region has many other opportunities for
bait fishing and harvesting at the local
reservoirs such as Prosser and Boca.
“You’ve got to balance all the needs,”
said Peter Tira, public information
officer for the California Department
of Fish and Wildlife. “On the Truckee,
a big river like that serves a lot of
interests … there is going to be some
catch-and-keep where it’s historically
been available.”

August and an adoption hearing in
Oakland in October.
“Anglers definitely have the voice
to get involved,” Wier said. “I think
more comments advocating for more
conservation-minded regulations on
the Truckee the better … we as a
community want to move forward with
strategies that honor and protect the
natural heritage of this landscape.”

Even in these times,
We can uncover your best self.

In fact, there’s
no better time.

Dinny Evans

Radical Well Being Coach

Radical Forgiveness teaches us,
“I’m not ok, you’re not ok, and that’s ok!”
530.414.1420 | forgivecoach@gmail.com
www.radicalwellbeing.com

Tira does highlight though that
although the process is in its second
year, the list of proposed changes is
still very much a living document. The
Truckee River especially has already
seen a large amount of user feedback
during the process, but primarily for
the lower stretches from Trout Creek
to the state line. This is the only section of river in the statewide document
that has provided an extra option for
consideration in addition to the proposed changes — an alternative added
by the public advocating for a zero-kill
limit all the way to the state line.
A 45-day public comment period
will begin sometime around the
beginning of July, leading up to a
discussion hearing in Fortuna in

Green Initiatives

GOING GREEN TO KEEP
OUR REGION BLUE.
We live in a special place. As a deeply committed community partner,
the Truckee Tahoe Airport District cares about our environment and
we work diligently to minimize the airport’s impact on the region. From
new ADS-B technology, to using electric vehicles on the airfield, and
preserving more than 1,600 acres of open space land, the District will
continue to seek the most sustainable way of operating.
Connected by More Than A Runway

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.

Photo by Anders Clark, Disciples of Flight

Over the past five years, we’ve developed a number of
initiatives that reduce our dependence on fossil fuels
and keep our community clean and blue.
New flight tracking program (ADS-B) allows for
more efficient flying
Implementation of Greenhouse Gas Inventory & GHG
Emission Reduction Plan
Land management plan for forest
health and wildfire prevention
Open-space land acquisitions for
public use
Electric vehicles & E-bikes used on field

Energy-efficient hangar lighting

Learn more at: truckeetahoeairport.com
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For Goodness Sake

Mountain Bounty Farm
Growing food for our community with
love and care since 1997

Opening hearts and minds for the sake of goodness

We Are Open - Just Our Building is Closed!
Explore Our Online Programs at Goodnesssake.org

Many classes are
online so send email to
info@goodnesssake.org
if you don’t receive the
newsletter to be sure you
get on our mailing list.

10157 Donner Pass Road, Truckee, CA 96161
530-587-8981 | www.goodnesssake.org

MountainBountyFarm.com
Call to join our CSA anytime (530) 292-3776

R E S E R VAT I O N S H I G H LY R E C O M M E N D E D
VOTED BEST

Fine Dining Restaurant
Italian Restaurant
& Truckee Restaurant
DOWNTOWN HISTORIC TRUCKEE | 530.587.4694 | 10096 DONNER PASS ROAD
P i a n e t a R e s t a u r a n t T r u c k e e . c o m
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Waste N
ot,
W

SOUL KITCHEN

ant Not
.
Put you
r kitchen
scraps to w
ork.

BY JULIANA DEMAREST
Moonshine Ink

S

aveOnEnergy says
Americans waste about
31% of their food each year. Of
that waste, 19% is vegetables,
14% fruits, and 2% eggs — all
of which would be better suited
in a compost pile rather than a
landfill. But much like tossing
any and all plastics into a
recycling bin without knowing
which types are indeed recyclable, the same pitfall must be
avoided for composting kitchen
waste. When it comes to
composting, not all food waste
is considered equal.

SCRAPPED: Food waste added to the compost bin at the Truckee Demonstration Garden helps to create rich soil used to grow organic
vegetables distributed to families in need through Project Mana, now part of the Sierra Community House. Photo by Wade Snider/ Moonshine Ink

nutrient-dense fertilizer that
can increase nutrients in the
soil, add to the biodiversity
of the soil, [and] help the soil
avoid disease and pathogens.
It also helps the soil retain
moisture, which is very
important in dry climates like
ours. It helps us grow healthier
plants and more nutrient-dense
vegetables without the use of
synthetic fertilizers that wreak
havoc on our environment and
our health.”

“Food scraps do not decompose
properly in a landfill because
the environment of a landfill
lacks the basic components
[for] proper breakdown,
particularly oxygen,” said
Andrea Schaffer of Slow Food
Lake Tahoe.

Yet there is much more to
composting than simply
discarding food waste into a
barrel, especially here in bear
country. That opens another
set of challenges because you
certainly don’t want to entice
Yogi and friends to raid the
compost bin for a midnight
snack. Right, Boo Boo?

“[Food] waste discarded in
a landfill creates greenhouse
gases, especially methane,
which is harmful to the environment and climate,” Schaffer
explained. “Composted food
waste is broken down over
a short period of time into

There are several methods of
home composting, the first of
which is a worm bin with red
wriggler worms to compost
vegetable scraps in your house
or garage. Keep in mind that
if you’re composting properly,
odor won’t be an issue. An

enclosed tumbler, which turns
the compost more easily, is
another convenient choice.
A stationary composting
system, like the one SFLT uses
at its Truckee Demonstration
Garden, allows you to add both
greens (fresh food waste) and
browns (straw, paper, grass
clippings, dried leaves). The
compost must be manually
turned, and it is a good idea
to check that it is reaching the
proper temperature (135 to 160
degrees F) to ensure there’s no
pathogenic bacteria growth.
This is also susceptible to
animal invasion. While covering
it with a lid might help, you
must adequately ventilate the
bin because compost needs
oxygen.
“While there is no guarantee
that you can keep local dogs,
bears, or raccoons out of your
compost, you can avoid this
by adding the right amount of
browns so that the compost
does not have a smell,” Schaffer
noted. “Not putting meat, dairy,
or oily foods will also help with
this. Another consideration

for our climate is that outdoor
composters are more difficult to
use in wintertime, so it can be
useful to have both an outdoor
composter and an indoor
worm bin.”
If you’re wanting to do your
part to cut back on landfill
waste, but just don’t have the
time/space/motivation/whatever
to start your own composting,
Slow Food makes it pretty
simple, and for a good cause,
too. Added to the compost bin
at the Truckee Demonstration
Garden, your food waste will
eventually find its way into the
soil in which food that feeds
neighbors in need will receive.
In 2018, Slow Food donated
272 pounds of organic vegetables to local families through
Project Mana.
To compost or not compost,
that is the question: If you’re
looking to get started, you need
to know what can and cannot
be tossed in the compost heap
or bin. Think non-processed,
whole foods like fruit and veggie
scraps that are left over when
you’re cooking: carrot tops,

avocado skins, apple cores,
banana peels, lettuce, etc. The
Truckee Demonstration Garden
accepts fruit and vegetable
scraps, tea remains, coffee
grounds, flowers, leaves, and
eggshells. Items not accepted
include bread, bones, meat,
dairy, seafood, fats, pet feces/
kitty litter, plastic, compostable
cutlery, compostable bags
or containers, tissues, paper
towels, cardboard, leftovers,
weeds, and anything sprayed
with pesticides or herbicides.
The cancellation of the Truckee
Sunday Farmers Market
means there will be one less
compost collection site this
summer. You can still drop off
your food waste at the Truckee
Demonstration Garden, located
at Truckee River Regional Park
on Brockway Road, or at the
rear entrance of the Truckee
town hall. Designated bins are
labeled at both locations. Scraps
placed in the collection at town
hall will be commercially composted. For further information,
visit slowfoodlaketahoe.org or
keeptruckeegreen.org.

DINE IN or TAKE OUT

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.
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ARTS & CULTURE

Making the most of your summer staycation
SAVVY STACKS
By Juliana Demarest
Moonshineink

W

hile parts of the statewide stay-at-home order have largely
been lifted, many people are choosing to stay closer to
home this summer, avoiding air travel in favor of destinations that
are an easy car ride away. Although they were busy settling into
their new, larger digs on Donner Pass Road, the fine folks at Word
After Word Bookshop in Truckee were kind enough to share with

Tahoe’s Spectacular Wildflower Trails
By Julie Carville
Mountain Gypsy Press
Tahoe’s Spectacular Wildflower Trails covers 21 of the
best scenic wildflower hikes in the Tahoe Basin and
surrounding national forest. More than 900 color
photos, including a tree and wildflower photo guide,
make plant identification user friendly. Native American
earth wisdom and plant uses, along with birds and other
animals and pollinators, feature the richness and diversity of Tahoe’s plant communities. Includes hikes for all
abilities and interests, from day-hikers to backpackers.
Stories about the plants and animals make botany more fun and help to deepen
the reader’s natural love for the amazing beauty and sacredness of nature.

us some of their suggested reads that can be your perfect guide
right here in our own alpine paradise backyard.
(Editor’s note: We’d like to extend our gratitude and appreciation to
Ruth Jackson Hall for her years of dedication to Moonshine Ink and
Savvy Stacks as she moves on to future endeavors.)

Top Trails: Lake Tahoe:
Must-Do Hikes for Everyone
By Mike White
Wilderness Press
Top Trails: Lake Tahoe explores the best trails for
hiking and biking in the Tahoe area, including
the north side’s splendid backcountry, the lake’s
scenic western side, the picturesque and popular
areas south of the lake, including Desolation
Wilderness and D.L. Bliss and Emerald Bay
state parks, and the relatively undeveloped
eastern side. Several hikes follow sections of the
Tahoe Rim Trail awnd Pacific Crest Trail. Veteran author Mike White has
selected the 50 best trips in the area, ranging in length from a mile-long
stroll through a lush, lodgepole-lined meadow to a 20-mile trek on the
Tahoe Rim Trail with excellent lake views. Among other significant
updates, the third edition includes the Rim to Reno Trail, newly constructed by volunteers in the Tahoe Rim Trail Association.
The Pacific Crest Trail: A Hiker’s Companion
By Karen Bergerand Daniel R Smith
Countryman Press
This book begins where basic trail guides and
maps leave off. For each section of the trail, the
authors describe the route in detail and recommend the best day hikes and short backpacks
from each trailhead. They describe plants
and animals hikers will see, tell stories about
local history, explain plate tectonics, and in a
thousand other ways enrich your experience of
the journey. For many people, the Pacific Crest
Trail is the ultimate long-distance hiking trail. Beginning in the dry
valleys of southern California, it follows the crest of the snow-capped
Sierras and ends in the ancient forests of Washington’s Cascades.
Along the way, national treasures such as Yosemite, Crater Lake, and
Mount Rainier make this trail one of the premier hiking destinations
in the world. But hiking is about much more than getting from A to
B. Berger and Smith draw on their tremendous experience — together
they have logged more than 12,000 miles on the PCT — to give tested
advice to long-distance hikers on trip planning, gear and safety, seasonal considerations, trailheads and resupplies, permits, and more.
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Tahoe Rim Trail: The Official Guide for Hikers,
Mountain Bikers, and Equestrians
By Tim Hauserman
Wilderness Press
The fourth edition of longtime Moonshine Ink
contributor Tim Hauserman’s guide to the Tahoe
Rim Trail has just been released and may not
be available at Word After Word just yet. The
TRT winds completely around spectacular Lake
Tahoe, the highest and largest alpine lake in
North America, taking you through wilderness
areas, national forests, and state parks. Whether you’re traveling on foot,
mountain bike, or horseback, the most important part of your trip is
planning it. Hike, bike, or ride along the peaks and valleys of the trail,
safely traversing a landscape that’s rich in history and diverse in geology,
flora, and fauna. Hauserman breaks the entire 165-mile trail into nine
sections. Each entry includes information on difficulty, trail highlights,
driving directions, and more. The in-depth descriptions help you know
what to expect, while the trail maps ensure that you know where you are
and where you’re going. You’ll appreciate the hundreds of tips for planning your excursion, whether it’s a day hike or a backpacking adventure.
Plus, there’s plenty of specific details for mountain bikers, equestrians,
and anglers. Endorsed by the Tahoe Rim Trail Association.
Night Sky: A Field Guide to the Constellations [With
Card Flashlight]
By Jonathan Poppele
Adventure Publications
Stargazing is among the most peaceful and inspiring
outdoor activities. Night Sky, the award-winning book by
Jonathan Poppele, makes it even better. Take a simple
approach to finding 64 constellations by focusing on one
constellation at a time, instead of attempting to study
dizzying charts. Start with the easy-to-find constellations
during each season and work toward the more difficult
ones. Better yet, you’ll learn how to locate any constellation in relation to the Big
Dipper, the North Star, and the top of the sky. With multiple ways to locate each
constellation, you’ll know where in the sky to look and what to look for. Along the
way, you’ll be introduced to mythology, facts, and tidbits, as well as details about
the planets, solar system, and more. This revised and expanded edition includes
new photographs, new discoveries, and more constellations, including a section
that introduces the 44 constellations of the Southern Hemisphere.
~ Book excerpts courtesy Word After Word Bookshop

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.
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TAP CALENDAR

• It doesn’t all fit here. Visit moonshineink.com/tap for the full calendar, or to add an event.

JULY 11 & 19

JULY 27-AUG. 2

AUG. 15

ONGOING

ONGOING

JULY 27-31

TAP HIGHLIGHTS: AUG. 15: New brew tasting party/Photo courtesy The Good Wolf Brewing Company JULY 27-31: Circus camp comes to town/Courtesy photo JULY 11 & 19: How to train your
horse/Courtesy photos JULY 27-AUG. 2: Barracuda Championship/Courtesy photo ONGOING: Campfire ban in full effect/Photo by Becca Loux/Moonshine Ink

ONGOING
COMMUNITY | CAMPFIRE BAN IN

FULL EFFECT!!!
An open fire ban is in effect for the
duration of the fire season. That
means NO campfires, NO charcoal
grills, NO flavored wood chips, NO
wood-fueled smokers! It can’t be
stressed enough, folks: FIRE DANGER
IS REAL! Whether you live here or are
visiting, have a plan and a bag ready
to go on a moment’s notice. Sign
up for local Nixle alerts to receive
emergency notifications at nixle.com.
FAMILY | Weekly Bingo Night
Stop by the Village at Squaw Valley
for outdoor family bingo night. Each
week a new restaurant in the village
restaurant will host a fun and unique
experience. It’s free to play and there
are fun prizes. Info: 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.,
Fridays through Aug. 14; squawalpline.com
FAMILY | Camp-in-a-Box
Even though Great Basin Naturalists

summer camp sessions have been
canceled, it doesn’t mean summer
learning fun has to stop, too. Campin-a-Box is a fun alternative to their
yearly science exploration camp and
offers a way for young explorers to
learn science at home. Each box
includes a variety of indoor and
outdoor activities and supplemental
videos. Info: galenacreekvisitorcenter.org
ARTS & CULTURE | Movie Theater

Open Inside and Out
Tahoe Art Haus is offering guests
a trifecta of movie-watching possibilities. Escape the heat and catch
a movie inside the theater, which is
open at 25% seating capacity. With
seats removed to ensure adequate
physical distancing, you’ll practically
have the theater to yourself. Swing
by on Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
night through August and take in a
show at the drive-in theater in the
Cobblestone Center parking lot. Still
keeping your distance? The Art Haus
is right at home with their virtual
cinema. Info: tahoearthauscinema.com

FOOD & DRINK | Area Farmers

Markets Back for Summer

Tahoe City: Locally grown fresh fruits
and vegetables are back for the
summer season. Tahoe City Farmers
Market is opening with nine vendors
at Commons Beach. The market is
adhering to COVID-19 restrictions
and asks everyone to wear gloves
and a mask and is now open every
Thursday from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Truckee: Certified Farmers Market is
still on. Head over to Truckee River
Regional Park every Tuesday for local
vendors and fresh food. COVID-19
protocols are in effect so please
observe guidelines. Open weekly from
8 a.m. to 1 p.m. through Oct. 20.
July 8 to 12
SPORTS & OUTDOORS | Celebrity

Golf Tournament Returns
The annual American Century
Championship will be held at
Edgewood Golf Course in South Lake
Tahoe. Stars in entertainment and
sports will compete for a $600,000
prize. Proceeds benefit the Equal
Justice Initiative as well as a variety of
COVID-19 response funds. Info: 8 a.m.;
americancenturychampionship.com
July 11 and 19
SPORTS & OUTDOORS | How to

Train Your Horse
Over the past 22 years Russ
Grossman’s phone has rang hundreds
of times with a story that starts,
“So … I have this horse.” Horses
that bucked, spun, and bolted,
wouldn’t cross water, wouldn’t load
in the trailer, wouldn’t go, wouldn’t
stop, bit, struck, reared, etc. They’d
ask how he’d go about fixing the
problem. Regardless, his answer was

always the same: When the basics are
in place, the problems seem to fade
away. With a few months of groundwork, arena riding, and miles on the
trail, the majority of horses became
trustworthy and willing partners. If
you have this story or want to take
your riding to a more advanced
level, check out these two clinics in
Truckee. Info: coolhillsrider@gmail.
com, (530) 305-1977
July 25 to July 26
SPORTS & OUTDOORS | Mountain

Bike Festival
The Tahoe Mountain Bike Festival
is still on! As of press time, anyway.
The event’s signature ride, the
30-mile Tahoe Triple Crown, will start
at Tahoe Paradise Park, take riders
through three mountain passes and
end back at the festival site. An intermediate, 7-mile ride is also offered. A
beer garden and live outdoor musical
performances will follow the rides.
Check for regular updates due to the
evolving COVID-19 health and safety
protocols. Info: registration begins at
7 a.m.; tahoemtbfestival.com
July 27 to 31
FAMILY | Circus Camp Comes to

Town
These week-long circus camps at
Tahoe Flow Arts & Fitness in the
outdoor garden immerse your child
in the many flow arts, including aerial
fabrics, hula hoop, dance, acrobatics,
yoga, and more. Learning these skills
will instill creativity, self-expression,
and focus. This may be the start of a
new passion. Spots are limited. Open
to ages 8 to 13. Info: 9:30 a.m. to
3:30 p.m.; $450; tahoeflow.com

See CALENDAR p. 50
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D O W N T O W N

M E R C H A N T S

A S S O C I A T I O N

WHISTORIC
H A T ’DOWNTOWN
S U P D TRUCKEE
O W N TISOOPEN!
WN
THE TRUCKEE DOWNTOWN MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION (TDMA) IS THANKFUL FOR OUR TRUCKEE COMMUNITY!
TDMA is a 501c6 business association with the purpose to create a beautiful and vibrant downtown that sustains business and the community.
The boundaries of Downtown Truckee include (8) districts: Commercial Row; River (East/West/Riverside/South River); Jibboom Street;
Brickelltown; Church/Bridge Street; High Street; Rail Yard; and Hilltop region.

Advance tickets at

Historictruckee.com
$35/advance or 4 tickets for $120

2020

Sept 12

1-5PM

Stroll through downtown Truckee during
the 6th annual Art & Soul ArtWalk! This
year’s walk features 30 stops celebrating
local artists. Enjoy live art demonstrations
and music while tasting and sipping your way
through small bites, craft beer, and wine.

FOLLOW US ON
h&
Tec

W W W . H I S T O R I C T R U C K E E . C O M

t
Prin

TDMA IS A NON-PROFIT
ORGANIZATION

STAY UP TO DATE ON EXCLUSIVE
OFFERS AND EVENTS

Sign up for your
locals card online at
ritzcarlton.com/laketahoe

READ. DISCUSS. CONTRIBUTE.
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CALENDAR from p. 48

July 27 to Aug. 2
SPORTS & OUTDOORS | PGA Tour Comes to Truckee
The Barracuda Championship lands at its new home at Tahoe Mountain Club’s
Old Greenwood golf course. This world-class PGA Tour event will be held
without spectators this year in accordance with health and safety guidelines in
place due to the spread of COVID-19. You can still catch all the action by tuning
in to the Golf Channel. Info: barracudachampionship.com

Virtual Vibes Live from
GET
OUT GO
&

Kings Beach

July 29
ARTS & CULTURE | Smart Phone Photography 101
Professional photographer Martin Gollery will teach students the essentials
of composition and how to improve vacation photos. The class will be held
outside at Commons Beach in Tahoe City, and all social distancing protocols will
be followed. Info: 8 to 11 a.m.; northtahoearts.com
July 30
EDUCATION | State of the Lake
Join the UC Davis Tahoe Environmental Research Center for a virtual webinar
regarding the 2020 State of the Lake Report. The center’s long-term data set
have become essential for responsible management by elected officials and
public agencies tasked with restoring and managing the Tahoe ecosystem. Info:
6 to 7:30 p.m.; tahoe.ucdavis.edu/events
Aug. 15
FOOD & DRINK | New Brew Tasting Party
The Good Wolf Brewing Company will celebrate the release of its first forest
beer series. In addition to the four forest beers, there will be six beers on tap,
including a golden helles lager, experimental hop IPA, and a handful of New
England IPAs. There will also be live music and fresh food from local vendors.
The taproom is located at 10990 Industrial Way, Suite B103, Truckee. Info: 6
p.m., RSVP required; thegoodwolfbrewing.com.

START YOUR
ADVENTURE

ACCESS

Hit the Trails Right from the Shop

RENTALS

Industry-Leading 2020 Giant Trance and Liv Intrigue Mountain Bikes
Road Bikes • Comfort Bikes • Kids Bikes + Trailers

LESSONS Private Lessons + Guided Rides for All Levels
•

Best Brands for Gear + Accessories

AT ALDER CREEK ADVENTURE CENTER / 15275 ALDER CREEK ROAD, TRUCKEE

TAHOEDONNER.COM/BIKEWORKS
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t just wouldn’t be summer in Tahoe
without live music. Even though
you still can’t go hear your favorite
musicians in the flesh, there is a way to
catch some of those groovy summer
vibes that you can only get from
watching a live show against the backdrop of Lake Tahoe in the evening.
The fine folks at the North Tahoe
Business Association were already
knee-deep in planning the 2020 Music
on the Beach series when the coronavirus resulted in mass cancellations of
countless summer events throughout
the region. As closures and restrictions
against large gatherings continued
on, those planning the event waited
in silence, until finally, after hearing
expressions from many people wishing
summer music would make its return,
they decided to make it happen — virtually. Instead of bringing the people
to the music, the NTBA decided to
bring the music to the people.

She and the rest of the team jumped
into action and in three weeks’ time
took the show on the road — from
the beach to your streaming device of
choice — bringing to you Music on the
Beach: Virtual Vibes 2020.

O P E N D A I LY 9 A M - 6 P M

Quickest Bike Repairs in the Area

I

“Music is such a big part of the
summer in Kings Beach,” Music on
the Beach planner Alyssa Reilly told
Moonshine Ink. “We didn’t want to
take that fully away.”

AT BIKEWORKS

SHOP

VACAY VIBES: Listen to the sounds of summer, livestreamed from Lake Tahoe, when Sneaky
Creatures join Music on the Beach: Virtual Vibes 2020 on select Friday evenings this summer.
Courtesy photo

MOONSHINEINK.COM

“It was definitely difficult to figure
out,” Reilly said of making the transition. While she admittedly knows
nothing about streaming and how to
broadcast, Reilly explained that many
people involved with the NTBA and
Music on the Beach do, and they came
together to make it happen.
Relying upon the support of sponsors
and vendors who are already spread
thin made it a challenge to be able to
pull off the entire nine-show series, so
they reached out to the five most local

bands on their roster. Sure enough,
the musicians got on board. With four
Friday night shows remaining this
summer, you still have a few chances
to catch some great tunes.
The first show featured Peter Joseph
Burt & the Kingtide. Next up are
The Sextones on July 10 and Vokab
Company on July 24. Though based in
San Diego, several band members hail
from South Lake. The Blues Monsters
play Aug. 7, and Kings Beach’s
own Sneaky Creatures will wrap up
summer, taking the stage on Aug. 28.
But just where will that stage be, you
ask? The bands will be livestreamed
from the North Tahoe Events Center
to your smartphone, tablet, or other
streaming device. The shows will
also be featured via live simulcast on
KTKE 101.5 Truckee Radio. The events
center, of course, will not be open to
the public, and in the interest of health
and safety, there will be roped-off
areas to prevent folks from gathering.
“Kings Beach is so into the arts …
this is so special to our community,”
Reilly said, noting that the concept has
gotten plenty of positive feedback
with venues as far as Sacramento
and the Bay Area looking to share
the livestream. “We want to engage
everybody together in a safe way.”
Make it a party and grab some takeout
from any local restaurant. Donations to
help offset costs are welcomed since
there will be no bar or vendor sales
this season. Get a commemorative cup
with your donation of $25; $50 gets
you a cup and a gift certificate to Alibi
Ale Works. And stay tuned, because
once life goes back to “normal,”
Virtual Vibes just might continue with
actual Music on the Beach performers
being livestreamed right from the
shore of Lake Tahoe.
Info: northtahoebusiness.org/
music-on-the-beach
~By Juliana Demarest/Moonshine Ink
TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER

Paving

Grateful Gardens

L AN DSC APE & S N OW S E RV I CE S CO N TR AC TO R

Sealcoating
Crack Sealing
Striping & Signage

Create | Install | Maintain
Commercial | Residential

gratefulgardens.biz

530/550-9372

Voted #1 Best Of Tahoe/Truckee 2017
You dream it. We make it happen.
CA Lic. #829462
NV Lic. #69490

Full Service Parking Lot
& Driveway Specialists
Commercial & Residential
FREE Estimates

530-582-8304

SALES / SERVICE / INSTALLATIONS / RADIANT FLOOR HEAT / FORCED AIR HEAT
SNOW & ICE MELT SYSTEMS / INTERNET & PHONE-UP THERMOSTATS

Don Leslie

don@leslieheating.com

christyhill.com

Alex Leslie

alex@leslieheating.com

CA License #549948

™

WINE BAR | FIRE PITS | EARTH TO TABLE

WINTER GREENS DELIVERY BRINGS THE FINESTGROWN LEGAL CANNABIS RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR!
Browse our website to learn more or submit your order today.
FIRST
CUSTO -TIME
MERS
GET

10

THEIR

%

115 Grove St ., Tahoe Cit y CA 530 -5 83- 8551

OFF

ORDER

S!

wintergreensdelivery.com
(530) 562 - 7017 orders@wintergreensdelivery.com

COVID
Special
Shopping



  

  
   
 
  

   
  
530-581-3117 • Gift Cards Available
599 N. Lake Blvd., Ste. A • Tahoe City, CA 96145
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Leaders of the Land
Fellowship program creates
lasting partnerships
BY JULIANA DEMAREST | Moonshine Ink

I

f there is one thing in common among
those living in the Sierra Nevada, it is
a genuine love of the land and the desire
to preserve and protect it for generations
to come. The Sierra Nevada Alliance
has been fostering the protection and
restoration of land, waterways, and
wildlife since 1993, and is now working
to create leaders in environmental conservation with its Sierra Corps Forestry
Fellowship Program.
The new program is a win-win for
conservation groups and those seeking
careers in forestry and environmental
fields alike.
“We’re providing [the fellows] with
a meaningful career development
opportunity,” said Sierra Corps Program
Director Nicole Lutkemuller. “We’re
trying to attract people to the program
who have a desire to live and work in the

Sierra [and who are] looking to continue
to build relationships and knowledge.”
While employers in the area often have
difficulty finding employees who are
in for the long run, the exact opposite
can be said for those seeking careers
in environmental fields. “Long-term
positions open up very seldomly,”
Lutkemuller said, explaining that it can
be difficult for those in the field to find
continuous employment.
The Sierra Corps Forestry Fellowship
Program aims to increase workforce
capacity for organizations and agencies
implementing forest health and natural
resource management projects throughout the Sierra. With that in mind, the
program is geared toward giving those
interested in forestry the tools they need
to further their careers. The inaugural
group of five fellows joined their host

organizations in January, with duties
including implementing or continuing
restoration projects, writing grant
proposals, and planning and collaborating with other environmental and
conservation groups.
Though much like an internship, the
Sierra Corps decided to categorize their
program as a fellowship to indicate
that the positions are at a higher level.
They are paid positions, fully funded
by grants, and often include additional
training in various areas. The Sierra
Corps Program is administered by the
Sierra Nevada Alliance, with funding provided by California Climate
Investments via the Regional Forest
and Fire Capacity Program and
California Timber Regulation and Forest
Restoration Fund through the Sierra
Nevada Conservancy.
Selected through a strategic application
evaluation process, host sites are partnered with the program by bringing on a
fellow for one to two years. The host site
pays cash to the Alliance/Sierra Corps
program, and in return, the program
provides a Sierra Corps fellow to work
at the site on forest health and wildfire
resilience projects. The Sierra Corps
Program pays the fellows an hourly wage
and manages the administrative side of
employment and training, but the fellows
work on a daily basis directly for, and live
in, the community of their host site.

CHIPPING AWAY: Sierra Corps fellow Thurman Roberts is working as program
liaison for his host, Calaveras Healthy Impact Product Solutions. Here, a hand
crew he managed is in the field doing forest thinning work in Calaveras County.
Courtesy photo
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“The cash match paid by host sites
to the Sierra Corps Program is less
than half of what it costs to hire, pay,
manage, and train fellows,” Lutkemuller
said. “The rest of the costs are covered
by grant funds that the Sierra Corps
program has acquired. The host sites
have a full-time staff member join their
team at a fraction of the cost of directly
hiring and employing someone on their
own.”
For this first year of the program,
budgeting provided for 1,700 certified

hours of work. Treated as employees,
fellows earn $15 an hour in addition
to health benefits and paid time off for
personal and sick days. They also get
a $1,500 allowance to be used toward
furthering their training and education
through programs outside of what the
Sierra Corps offers.
“We also want to create future leaders
in the Sierra in the conservation field,”
Lutkemuller said, noting that most
of the current cohort were already
working in the Sierra prior to being
named fellows.
Fellows this year were placed with
five organizations spanning the Sierra
Nevada in a variety of capacities: forest
restoration fellow, American Forests
and Eldorado National Forest; program
liaison, Calaveras Healthy Impact
Product Solutions; program management fellow, Eastern California Water
Association and American Forests;
natural resource specialist, Sierra Valley
Resource Conservation District; and
project management fellow, Yosemite
Sequoia Resource Conservation and
Development Council with American
Forests.
“Three out of five of our host sites this
year did not have to pay cash match
because we received grant funding to
cover their cash match,” Lutkemuller
noted. “So those three have a fellow
working for them at zero direct cost to
their organization.”
She hopes to bring the program closer to
home, however, with plans to branch out
into the greater Lake Tahoe area.
“I think it’s important for the Sierra
Corps Program to expand into the
Truckee and Tahoe region because
Truckee/Tahoe is a high risk fire zone
with important ecological and economic
resources that need to be protected.
Lake Tahoe [is a] global tourist destination and one of the most beautiful lakes

TAHOE/TRUCKEE INDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER

FINE FELLOW: Luis Vidal, Sierra Corps fellow for the Eldorado National Forest and American Forests out of Georgetown, is out in the field monitoring a 2018 conifer
planting site near Stumpy Meadows Reservoir in El Dorado County. He is surveying for species composition, vegetative cover, and seedling survivability. Courtesy photo
in the world with unique ecological
qualities,” she explained. “The Truckee/
Tahoe region also experiences a huge
amount of abuse from the tourism
industry (litter, greenhouse gas emissions, illegal campfires during fire
season, etc.) and would benefit from
increased staffing capacity for forest
health and wildfire mitigation projects.

In addition, it is our goal to have
fellows working in all communities
throughout the Sierra and right now
the Truckee/Tahoe region is left out of
the program.”
Lutkemuller is hoping to be able
to work with the North Tahoe Fire
Protection District in the future, too,

as fire prevention and forest health
and restoration go hand in hand.
“Advantages to NTFPD in hosting
a fellow would be increased staffing
capacity at a fraction of the cost of
hiring their own direct staff member,”
she said. “Increased capacity for

community outreach and engagement
— reaching more people, getting more
defensible space work done [equals]
reducing community wildfire risk.
A fellow could also take on tasks at
the district that other staff had been
managing and would free up time for
staff to focus on other work.”

Confidence.
When it comes to financial planning
and retirement, you need to get the
big decisions right.
Leverage our experience and expertise
to understand all your options, and to
feel confident in your choices.

Bill Austin

(530)563-5250 | Bill@PacificCrestWP.com

w w w. Pa c i f i c C r e s t W P. c o m
11209 Brockway Rd, Ste C203, Truckee, CA 96161
Formerly AUSTIN & ABRAMS FINANCIAL PLANNING.

William Austin is a Registered Representative and an Investment Adviser Representative with/and offers securities
and advisory services through Commonwealth Financial Network®, Member FINRA/SIPC, a Registered Investment
Adviser. CA Insurance #0D20353 Commonwealth Financial Network® does not provide legal or tax advice.
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WHAT THIS IS?
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Alibi Ale Works, good at any of their
three locations. Correct guesses will
be entered into a drawing from which
a winner will be randomly selected.
Submit your guess by Aug. 5.

S T A R S
By DAWN ANDREONI
Moonshine Ink

Astronomy | The planets have once again

rearranged themselves in
respect to the Sun. Mercury
and Venus, both visible after
sunset during springtime, now
can be found above the eastern
horizon in the predawn sky.
Lovely Venus draws the eye,
rising higher against the rosy backdrop of the early
morning light, at her brightest on July 10. The
waning Crescent Moon will drift by Venus, then
Mercury from July 17 to 19. July 22 will be the best
day to view Mercury, as this is when it is farthest
from the Sun and its overpowering light. Jupiter
and Saturn, previously visible this year in the early
morning hours, now rise in the post-sunset sky.
The Sun will oppose both Jupiter and Saturn this
month, on July 14 and 20 respectively. Akin to the
Moon’s full phase, this is when a planet’s Earthfacing side is entirely illuminated by the Sun and
visible all night long. The Sun-Saturn opposition
lands on the same day as the New Moon. For those
interested in astro-photography, this will be an
excellent night to capture the planets and stars, as
there will be no moonlight to compete with their
shine. Just west of Jupiter and Saturn, the sparkling
river of the Milky Way cuts across the sky. On Aug.
1 and 2, a nearly full moon will pass by Jupiter and
Saturn, the two largest planets.

Solstice, the Sun entered the
sign of Cancer. As the Sun
traverses the sign, it opposes
Saturn, Pluto, and Jupiter
in turn. These slow-moving,
big-picture planets are serving
as agents of change to our
socio-economic structures (Capricorn), helping
us to re-imagine (Jupiter), reform (Saturn), and
transform (Pluto) how we engage in civic society.
As the Sun in Cancer opposes each of these
planets, we encounter their forces in a more
intimate way. The public health crisis, ongoing
racial tensions, and political polarization that
define this moment all reveal the personal effects
(Cancer) of public policy (Capricorn). With a second
New Moon in Cancer on July 22, this time directly
opposing Saturn, we are given ample opportunity
to integrate the understanding that not only does
the external authority of government affect our
personal lives, but also how the manifestation of
our social order is a reflection of how we think,
speak, and act within the confines of our homes
and hearts. The Cancer/Capricorn dynamic reveals
that when we recognize all of humanity as our
family, we empower ourselves to create a more
just, compassionate, and prosperous society.

ANSWER: Ant
WINNER: Kat Severin, Truckee

S U D O K U
Difficulty: Easy | Edited by Margie E. Burke

HOW TO SOLVE:
Each row must contain the numbers 1 to
9; each column must contain the number
1 to 9; and each set of 3 by 3 boxes must
contain the numbers 1 to 9.

~ Dawn Andreoni is a yoga teacher and
astrologer living on the North Shore of Lake
Tahoe. You can find more about her offerings
at celestialdawnastrology.com or follow her at
facebook.com/astronotions.

FIND THE SOLUTIONS IN
THE OPINION SECTION.
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By Margie E. Burke

THE

Astrology | On the June 20 Summer

LAST MONTH: We asked you to guess
the object in a macro image.
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Parting Shot

LITTLE BOBCAT COMES BOB, BOB, BOBBING ALONG: Lake Tahoe Wildlife Care in South Lake Tahoe takes in strays and injured animals and nurses them back to health until they can be released back
into the wild. Limiting human interaction is crucial to a successful reintroduction. There are currently four bobcat kittens in residence at the center. Courtesy Photo
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ALL RIDES
ARE FREE!
Erik Bergen

Just hop on the bus.

TART Daily Regional Routes

TART Night Service

TART Truckee Local Route

Highway 267– Hourly

Go to TahoeTruckeeTransit.com
for a current schedule

Daily Year-Round Service

Crystal Bay, Kings Beach, Northstar,
and Truckee.

Highway 89 –Hourly
Tahoe City, Squaw Valley, Truckee.

Highway 28 –Times Vary
Go to TahoeTruckeeTransit.com
for a current schedule
Incline Village, Crystal Bay,
Kings Beach, and Tahoe City.

North Shore night service picks up
at bus stops between Squaw Valley,
Tahoe City, Tahoma, Homewood,
Crystal Bay, Northstar, and connections
into Truckee.
Enjoy local restaurants and nightlife
without the worry. Take the bus and
leave the night driving to us.

Connects with regional routes
and Dial-A-Ride.

Truckee TART Dial-A-Ride
7-days a week
Daily door-to-door service for residents
and visitors into neighborhoods and
commercial areas.

Visit our website for the most up-to-date schedule and route information.
Covid-19: Social distancing and safety precautions are in place to keep riders and drivers safe.

TahoeTruckeeTransit.com

